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FORECAST
Okanaean, LiUooei. North aot 
South Ihompson: Cloudy today 
and Friday with a few dear 
periods. Showers late Friday. 
Little temperature change. Light 
winds increasing to south late 
Friday.
T h e  D a ily  C o u r ie r
HIGH AND LOW
Piedicted low and high temper­
atures Friday at .Kelowna, Pen­
ticton and Kamloops 28 and 43. 
X̂ ytton 35 and 4$. High and low 
temperatures recorded at Kel­
owna Wednesday, 41 and 29.
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YAHCOUYER YOTES 
FOR OPEN SUNDAY
HAVE YOU EXERCISED YOUR FRANCHISE?
Three property-owners who 
helped provide brisk voting in 
city’s elections today are shown 
casting ballots early this morn­
ing. They are, left to right: Mr. 
and Mrs. Olaf Anderson, 804 
Leon Ave., and Mr. R. S. Aik- 
man, 609 Rose. Returning Of­
ficer Douglas Herbert reported 
more interest than in years and 
a steady flow of clcctoris to the 
polling station at the Commun­
ity Health Centre. Up to 12 noon 
452 persons had voted for 11.2 
percent of the total of 4,037 (the 
largest list of electors in his­
tory). Last year only 1700 voted 
altogether, out of a total of 
3,840 eligible electors. Poll 
closes at 8 o’clock tonight. Five 
are running for three alder- 
manic seats and two money by­
laws are up for voting.
(Courier staff photo)
BULLETIN
VICTORIA (CP) — The gov- 
emment will do its part to 
grant commercial Sunday sport 
to Vancouver. Attorney-General 
Robert Bonner promised today. 
He said however, the final de­
cision would rest with the 
courts.
Mr. Bonner, after a short 
meeting with Premier Bennett, 
said the government will sup­
port any request by Vancouver 
city for a charter amendment 
at the next session of the legis­
lature, due to open Jan. 23.
Growers Get Rebate0
On Hail Insurance
British Columbia Fruit Grow­
ers’ Mutual Hail Insurance Com­
pany directors have declared a 
20 per cent premium refund to 
non-claiming policy holders.
, Announcement .was made this 
morning by George Northan, man­
ager. Refund amounts to $30,000, 
and covers premiums paid dur­
ing the 1957 hail season.
Mr. Northan said the company 
had written $4,980,000 worth of 
hail insurance during the past 
season. BCFGMH was formed in 
1950 after-delegates to the fruit 
growers’ convefition—in 1948" ap­
proved a resolution to this effect.
The first year of operation, the 
company wrote $600,000 of insur­
ance. In 1951, the figure was 
$527,000: 1952, $1,130,000; 1953, 
$3,290,000; 1954, $4,376,000; 1955, 
$5,859,000; 1956, $3,^,000, and 
last year $4,980,000.,the xm
record. .
A 10 per cent premium rebate 
was given in 1950 ; 8.5 per cent 
in 1951; 20 per cent in 1952; 10
Rips
Hotel; 32 Hurt
GREENVILLE, Tex. (AP)—A 
shattering explosion followed by 
fire wrecked the three - storey 
Beckham Hotel Wednesday night. 
One of the 32 registered guests 
Is missing. ■/■
Three persons were taken to 
hospital and others were treated 
for cuts, bruises and shock. Fif­
teen elderly men lived at the 
hotel, which al.so was popular 
with travelling men, All of the 
elderly were among the 31 ac­
counted for.
per cent in 1954. In the years 
1953, 1955 and 1956, claims ex­
ceeded premium income or sur­
plus earnings did not warrant a 
refund. , „ ..
"MK "NtditHarn ' po in ts out the 
average premium charge has 
dropped from $70 per thousand 
the first year of operation to the 
present $32.59 per thousand.
VANCOUVER (CP)-The pres­
ident of Vancouver Mounties of 
the P a c i f i c  Coast Baseball 
League said today he is "tickled 
to death” with the results of vot­
ing in Wednesday’s, plebiscite 
here on Sunday sport.
Voters recorded an almost two- 
to-one majority in favor of pro­
fessional sport between 1:30 and 
6 D.m. on Sunday.
The 1955 plebiscite on the same 
issue drew only a 51-per-cent 
majority and the provincial gov 
ernment turned down the city’s 
request ftr legislation to make 
Sunday sport possible.
"The majority should force the 
government to take action,” said 
Mounties president Nat Bailey 
Earlier this year his club was 
fined $50 on each Of three 
charges under the Lord’s Day 
Act for playing on Sunday la's! 
spring.
Cedric Tallis, Mounties gen 
eral manager, said the vote indi­
cated "the fair-minded state of 
toe voters.!’ . He -said baseball 
cannot continue in Vancouver 
beyond a season or two without 
Sunday games.
The result received a mixed re­
ception from other sporting or­
ganizations here.
British Columbia Lions football 
club said it didn’t think Sunday 
spbrt would interest them even 
if the government passed legis 
lation.
NEW YORK (AP)—The worst 
is over for New York City’s em­
battled straphangers, says the 
chairman of toe Transit Author­
ity. But striking motormen, re­
lentless in their demands for rep­
resentation In bargaining with 
toe authority, today carried the 
subway walkout into its fourth 
day as a cold wave settled over 
toe city.
Some commuters saw a ray of 
hope , in a statement Wednesday 
night by Frank Zclano, the mo- 
tormen's strike leader. Zelano 
said there is a chance of a settle­




U S AF Studies
WASHINGTON (AP)—Deputy 
Defence Secreinry D o n a 1 d 
Quarles said today the defence 
department has asked the Unit­
ed States Air Force to delay 
establlshtnai a new directorate 
of astronautics,
WASHINGTON (AP) -  The 
U.S. Air Force has created a 
S|>ecial office to lm)k Into the 
problems of warfare waged in 
apace.
It had In o|)cratlon today the 
beginning of a small “director­
ate of astronautics,'' with offi­
cers drawn from the USAF’s n s  
senreh and development branch 
The new office Is assigned the 
specific job of mnnnging^dcvcIoi>- 
ment programs which do not re­
late to ordinary aircraft opera­
tions and missile progrnms.
A directive signed by Lt.-Gcn 
Donald L, Putt, chief of.rescnrch 
and development, said “ the func­
tion of this new directorate will
10 « '
W1IAT U the Froit f / t h e  
Xiapt and where la H\ctle' 
brated?
be to plan, organize and manage 
the air force programs in astro­
nautics.”
The USAF defines astronautics 
as “ the art and science of flying 
through space, or kending winged 
guided vchIclOs or m i s s i l e s  
through space,"
WFATIIER PROPOSAL
It was reported, . meanwhile, 
tlittt President Elsenhower ma; 
be urged soon to speed up worl 
in nnothcr area of researcli—that 
dealing with development of wea­
ther control ns n defence meas­
u re
Staff Tcprescntativcs of the ad­
visory committee on weather con 
trol said the committee may 
make such a recommendation in 
its (Inol report to the president 
nt the end of this month .
The spokesmen indicated they 
thought the group’s report to 
■fiei'howcr probably will bo de­
voted moinly to evaluating exper- 
in>cnts in controlling weather for 
peacetime purihsos. ‘
But, they added, the report 
might I n c l u d e  this statement 
made by Dr. Henry Houghton of 
Massachusetta InitUtute of Tech­
nology:
“I shudder to think of the con­
sequences of a prior Itussian dls 
covery of a i feasible method of 
weather control . . .  an unfavor­
able modification of our climate 
In guise of a peaceful effort to 
improve Russla’a climate colild 
seriously' weaken our economy 
jfiwl iHtr ability to resist,’*
Association, of which Zelano Is 
executive secretary, is striking in 
united front with other craft 
groups.
SAYS MEN RETURNING
Forecasting a substantial im­
provement in subway service to­
day, authority chairman Charles 
L. Patterson claimed Wednesday 
night that a back-to-work trend 
has started among the strikers.
Asked whether he would sit 
down with MBA leaders and try 
to work out a settlemont. Patter­
son declared:
I would not. If someone 
walked in the door and shot 
someone, would you stop and 
talk with them before you had 
them out in too electric chair?'
He quickly explained he didn't 
mean to liken the .strikers to mur­
derers but insi.sted he would not 
bargain with "lawbreakers” and 
discu.ss "lawbreaklhg,”
A state law prescribes dismis 
sal or severe penalties on civil 
service workers who strike muni 
clpal government agencies.
NONE SU8PENDED-YET
Patter.son said none of the 
strikers have been susi)endcd as 
yet and .said that if the motor 
men "come In and admit that 
they were wrong, then \ve might 
take things under consideration 
On Tuesday the Transit Author­
ity sent , this telegram to 300 mo­
tormen: “This notifies you that 
if you do not report. and take 
out your run this afternoon It will 
mean that you have terminated 
your employment and you will be 
replaced.”
Nineteen motormen answered 
that they were returning to work
ALSBURY AND CALDWELL TOP 
COAST CIVIC ELECTION POLLS
VANCOUVER (CP)— Final ballot totals:
CITY COUNCIL (six elected)
Tom Alsbury, CVA 57,932, Evelyn Caldwell, CVA 
53,739, Anna Sprott, NPA 41,583, J. W. Cornett, NPA 
35,188, Reg Atherton, NPA 34,154, Frank Baker, NPA 
(one-year term) 33,818, Charles Balfour, CVA 33,389, 
William Wallace, CVA 29,086, Jack Moffitt, CVA 28,475, 
Sam Jenkins, Labor 22,335, Effie Jones, Ind. 20,829, 
Nels Beaton, NPA 20,418, Patrick Neale, Labor 20,344, 
Reg Paxton, CVA 20,282, Charles Lamarche, labor 20,174, 
Everet King, NPA 19,940, Patrick O’Donohuc, Ind. 13,- 
007, Albert Dunn, Ind. 9,892, Arthur Riley, Ind. 9,819. 
SCHOOL BOARD (four elected)
Jean Crowley, NPA 72,778, George Robson, NPA 
64,951, Ben Ball, NPA 60,446, Fred Rowell, NPA 
56,987, Harry Rankin, Ind. 54,042.
PARK BOARD (three elected)
William Calder, Ind. 60,477, Charles Stephens, Ind. 
50,688, F. Drewe Pratt, NPA 47,283, Adam Sutherland, 





















,TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — The 
wbrst freeze in 10 years struck 
Florida Wednesday night and to­
day, damaging its farms and 
groves.
More freezing weather is in 
store; for the state tonight.
What, was left of .the winter 
vegetable crop in the truck grow­
ing section around Plant City 
appeared to be wiped out. Straw­
berries in this area which calls 
itself the winter strawberry cap­
ital of the world were badly hurt.
D. H. Storms, co-ordinator for 
vocational agriculture education 
in the Plant City region, said the 
official temperature was below 
30 degrees for more than six 
hours.
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) 
The AFL-CIO today expelled the 
Laundry and Bakery Workers 
Unions for corrupt practices, and 
kept the Distillery Workers Union 
on probation pending promised 
reforms,
These actions at concluding 
sessions of the AFL-CIO conven 
tipn further demonstrated the 
federation’s tough attitude in 
dealing with union-fund thievery 
and labor’s racketeering influ- 
cnce.s.
At the same time, the conven­
tion adopted a .series of resolu­
tions carrying out p o s i 11 o n s 
worked out in debate at earlier 
sessions' c o n d e m n 1 n g con­
gressional rackets investigators 
for alleged pne-slded attention to 
labor corruption without equal 
spotlighting on business.
Another rc.solutlon said the
Newswoman Helps 
Break NPA Hold
VANCOUVER (CP)—A heavy turnout of voters gavi 
commercial Sunday sport an estimated two-thirds majorit) 
approval in civic elections here Wednesday.
A plebiscite seeking support of fluoridation for the city’s 
water supply seemed destined for only token majority.
A monopoly on city council scats by a group calling itself 
the Non-Partisan Association seemed broken as two candidates 
fr6m a rival organization led voting for six aldermanic scats. 
The Non-Partisan Association has controlled city hall in Canada’s 
third largest city for 20 years.
Because of the complexity of race were six scats on city coun­
night. But wintry weather was 
expected tonight.
COOL IN WEST
Temperatures in toe 30s were 
recorded in Manitoba and Sask­
atchewan. In Alberta, the mer­
cury was in toe 40s during toe 
night.
British Columbia faced another 
storm tonight. Rain and strong 
winds are expected along the 
northern coast. Precipitation was 
reported light during the night, 
In Prince George the tempera­
ture was down to 32. Vancouver 
had a low of 43.
toe voting, results were being 
counted slowly, In addition to two 
plebiscites and the aldermanic 
contest, there were referendums 
for toe 231,000 eligible voters on 
city construction and s c h o o l  
building, and votes for school and 
parks boards.
With 70 of the 94 polls counted, 
Sunday sport was favored by 43,- 
848 voters and oppose by 24,063. 
Fluoridation had the support of 
36,056 and toe opposition of 30,- 
614,
Hie Sunday sport issue was 
being submitted for its fourth 
plebiscite, in recent years. Pre­
viously It had been narm^iy ap­
proved in two of toe thre-j plen- 
is.i'.cs.
The vole on both Sundiy sport 
and fricridation was only to 
sound out public opinion.
The provincial government 
which (’ai the final say in en­
forcement of the Lord’s Day Act, 
has indicated it may still not al­
low Vancouver to have sports be­
tween 1:30 p.m. and 6 p.m. ^ n -  
days despite a majority appro­
val.
Fluoridation of water supplies 
here would'depend on toe appro­
val of surrounding municipalities 
—most of whom have opposed it 
—since they share a common 
water supply.
Voters also gave about 70 per 
cent approval to bylaws for a 
five-year, $72,000,000 plan for city 
construction and improvement, 
and a (hree - year, $18,500,000 
school-building program 
At stake in the aldermanic
cil, whose number was being in­
creased to 10 from eight in Wed­
nesday’s vote. The scats of four 
aldermen were not at stake. Of 
toe other four, three incumbents 
were seeking re - election.
A total of 19 persons contested 
toe council seats. Leading the 
polls with substantial majorities 
were Tom Alsbury and Evelyn 
Caldwell of the newly - formed 
(!ivic Voters Association, which 
campaigned to oust the long- 
powerful NPA. Mr. Alsbury, a 
high tchool teacher, is prominent 
in labor circles here while Mrs. 
Caldwell writes a column for the 
Vancouver Sun under the pen 
name of Penny Wise.
Canadian PresS reported that 
winter gripped Central Canada 
today, with the mercury down to 
37- degrees below zero : at Arm­
strong in Northern Ontario and 
heavy snow in Montreal.
Temperatures, across Ontario 
during the night were the lowest 
this season. It was 34 below at 
White River, 19 below at North 
Bay and 16 below at Port Arthur.
In Montreal, three inches of 
snow had fallen in toe early 
morni.if, .iml mote wa< expected 
Traffic was snarled and police re­
ported scores of minbr accidents.
In Toronto, the mercury fell 
to a zero during the nlgljt, the 
lowest this season. The mercury 
was expected to climb (o 20 dur­
ing the day and fall again tonight 
to 10. '
By contrast, the M a r i t i m e  
provinces rc|X)rtcd balm.f over
Tory Farm Price Support Plan 
Said "Just Like Grit Program"
OTTAWA (CP) Opposition
Fifth Body Found 
A t Prince Rupert
PRINCE RUPERT. B.C. (CD 
—A llftli body was recovered 
Wednesday from debris at the 
bottom of MoutH Hays, where a 
landslide cni.shc(l three honies 
and killed seven people last 
month,
The body of Thomas Perry, 47, 
was found hear a spot from which 
three other bodies were recov­
ered.
CANADA'S HIGH 
. .  . AND LOW
HAIJirAX ...........
ABmxONG. Ont,
members 1 say the new Progre.s- 
sive Conservative government's 
farm prlbe sup|H>rt. plan is es­
sentially too same as the one 
established by the Liberals year.*) 
ago.
James G. Gardiner, former, 
Liberal agriculture minister, said 
the new plan proiwscd in the 
Commons is “not very'much dif­
ferent In principle” between it 
and that which the, Liberals estab­
lished In 1044,
Hazen Argue (CCF„ — Asslnl- 
bbla) said tim government "has 
completely rc|)utiiated” Us elec­
tion campaign promise to pro­
vide farmers with parity prices, 
SAYS PLEDGES MET 
"Tlds legislation will do every­
thing we promised,” replied Ag­
riculture Minister Dougins Hark- 
ness.
T h e  minister, In reply tq C. E. 
Johnston (SC—Bow River) said 
"there certainly will be a ro' 
Intionshlp” between tide propo*c<l 
guaranteed prices and the co.st 
of farm production, plus a fair 
profit.
The Commons spent the day 
detedtng a resolution prcUmlnary
to Introduction of the new Icgisln 
tlon.
Mr, Hnrkne l̂.s did not specify 
what commodities would be cov 
ered. He said "any ngrlculUirnl 
products wliero the need for such 
a guaranteed price is shown to 
:xlst” would qualify, except for 
Prairie wheat, oats and barley 
marketed by the Canadian wheat 
bohrd.
Tile House today was to take 
up discussion on the govern 
menfs measure to trim the ex 
else tax on autos to 7',̂  per cent 
from 10,
, 'See—TOBY FARM Page 14
Eskimo's Rescue 
Planned By RCAF
TRENTON, Ont. (CP) -r An 
Eskimo identified an Tetertuk: 
Imis l)ccn adrift on an icc floe in 
Hudson Bay since TYicsdny with 
h|s 15 sleigh dogs, the RCAF re­
ported today.
An air force stmkesman said 
rescue operations l>ovc Inigun un­
der direction of the RCAF search 
and rescue npergUonf here.
Man Killed
PRINCETON, B.C. (CP)-Jos 
eph Hauser of Penticton was kill­
ed when a house he was disman­
tling at Copper Mountain cpllaps 
cd about him.
The accident apparently occur 
red Tuesday night but was not 
discovered until Wednesday.
Police said Hauser probably 
salvaged too many of toe sup­
porting boards In the hopse and 




Mike Mansfield said today Presi­
dent Eisenhower faces the job in 
Paris of making NATO into a 
going concern” Instead of "a 
symbol of defence.” ,
Mansfield, a s s i s t a n t  Dem­
ocratic leader from, Montana and 
member of the Senate for­
eign relations committee, re­
turned from a European survey 
with the conviction that the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization is 
disintegrating. »
Senator Theodore Green, chair 
man of the Senate foreign rela­
tions committee, took a different 
view Wednesday. He said his ob­
servations in Europe Indicated to 
liim that NATO is not failing 
apart. But Green said Elsen­
hower ought to provide some dra­
matic demonstration of leader­
ship at the Paris conference to 
give 4he alliance new life. '
Cyprus Disorders 
AAdYe Into 6th Day
NICOSIA (Cyprus (Reuters) 
Police fired at demonstrating 
students in Polcml village in West 
CjqiruH today.
(jno Cypriot school boy wos hit 
In the left arm and taken to hos 
pitnl,
Tlic incident marked tlic sixth 
succcs.*ilvc day of disorders in 
Cypru.s.
B.C. Gets Month 
Of RCMP Ride
OTTAWA (CP) -  The famed 
RCMP musical ride will npi>enr 
at tlic Calgary Stampede and the 
Edmonton Exhibition next year 
before making a month-long tour 
of Britisli Columbia as part of 
the province's centennial celebra­
tions, RCMP headquarters said 
today.
The ride will bo performed at 
the Htampedo July ,7-12 and at tho 
Edmonton Exhibition July 14-10, 
It then will appear at 12 British 
Columbia cities,
llic  ride will l>e performed at 
Craqbrook July 23, Nelson July 
25th, Penticton July 29, Kelowna 
July 30. Vernon July 31, Kam­
loops Aug. 2, Victoria Aug. 8 and 
0, Nanaimo Alig. 13, Chilliwack 
Aug. 15, Vancouver Aug. 18 to 23, 
Prince George Aug: 27 and 
Prince Rupert Ault. 3Q. ,
Child Bride Era 
Ends In State 
Of Mississippi
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — T he 
era of the child bride will end 
in Mississippi next July 1.
For decades, the United States 
has been shocked by the mar­
riages in Mississippi of girls as 
young as 10 or 11, often to men 
old enough to be their grand­
fathers.
The state legislature Wednes­
day replaced Mississippi’s lax 
marriage law with one that re­
quires a blood test, a three-day 
waiting period and sets minimum 
ages of 15 for women and 17 
for men.
"Ik e  M ust Make NATO
Mansfield said he thinks Eisen­
hower’s presence is likely to spur 
toe forthcoming NATO summit 
conference to greater efforts than . 
otherwise might have been made 
toward unifying and expanding 
the West's defences. But Man.s- 
ficld said in an interview the job 
of making NATO effective is 
going to be difficult:
TIME FOR ACTION 
“ The prerident still has a 
great amount of prestige in Eur­
ope,” Mansfield said. "But he is 
going to have to get down to bed­
rock with our allies. NATO can’t 
continue to exist as a symbol of 
defence and not a shield.
"The president has got to see 
that It is made a going conpern. 
He has got to sec that it becomes 
a really mutual defence organi­
zation.”
Eisenhower will fly to Paris 
Friday.
Powell RiYer Hard H it 
By B.C Paper Strike
POWELL RIVER, B.C, (CP)~ 
The first pinch of an economic 
slump resulting from closure of 
the world's largest newsprint 
mill is being felt at this British 
Columbia coastal .town..
T|m mill, operated by the Pow­
ell River Company and employ­
ing 1,800 of the town's 10,000 rosl- 
dtmts, lias been idle for a month
through a strike of B.C. pulp and 
c fir
up of the company's $800
paper workers, With the d yingS
monthly |)nyroll, smaller busl- 
ne,sscs fear they also may bo 
forced to close,
Estlmntc;j of toe business 
slump range from 20 to 75 per 
cent, depending on the type of 
business,
"Business Is bad,” says Jim 
Mavis, president of the board of 
trado and |>art owner of an oil 
distributing f i r m .  "Everything 
was dqpaodcnt on the mill. Tho 
strike could break , us,”
Across too street from the mill, 
which produces five per cent of 
the world’s newsprints up|)1y, is 
the town’s second largest busl- 
ncss-^toc Hotel Rodmtiy. OWncr 
Charlie Manloani Is slinging beer 
himself nRor Itclng fo rc^  .te lay 
off 40 of his 70 employees. *Tvo 
never known anything so tough”' 
Chuck W. Harrison, owner of 
a furniture store, looks rueful), 
at,the stock he laid in for Chrlsi 
mi(s. Tiicre is, no Christmai
trade,.He has cut, his staff to 
five from 11.
Herb Entress, owner of Cran­
berry Motors, hod six employees 
n year ago. Now only he is left. 
His brother, a part owner, is pull­
ing out,
Powell'River Is 75 miles um 
coast from Vancouver, The mill 
Is one of nine throughout B.C., 
closed November 14 by a strike 
of 0,000 members of the Internn- 
tlonnl Brotherhood of Puln and 
Sulphite IVarkcrs and tho United 
Papermnkers and Paper Mill 
Workers.
Tlic unions arc demanding a 12 
iicr cent wage Increase, They re­
jected on offer by the seven com* 
panics involved of 7 per cent.
Indo Students 
Mobilize Arms
JAKARTA, Indonesia (Routers) 
—Indonesian student and veteran 
groups today were rciKiricd jmob- 
llizing toroiighout this 3,000-rsland 
nation In preparation for a mili­
tary campaign to oust the Neth­
erlands from West Irinn (Dutch
New Guinea), : j' LIn tho capUaV 'e tu^eiit, clubs 
agreed'' to set; un'f 
command of - st(iaeni(4l M l |^  
Jakarta.” , i
TilE DA1L¥ COUEIEB n  





CHICACd <AP) -  Finger- 
numbing Arctic air gripped the 
north central states and extended 
as far south as northern Texas 
today as the mid-continent shiv­
ered under the largest and most 
severe cold wave of the season.
Temperatures skidded to below 
zero levels Irom the eastern Da­
kotas across most of Minnesota 
and northern Wisconsin to the 
northern Great Lakes.
COMPLAINTS smiLAR
NEW yOt'.K Dr. Leroy
E. Burney, U S. surgeon-general, 
says half the jjopulation of' the 
United States was confined, to bed 
by upper respiratory infections at 
some time between July 1 and 
Nov. 9. Burney told the annual 
meeting of the Institute of Life 
Insurance Tuesday that 82,000, 
OW Americans were confined to 
beds because of the illness dur 
ing that period,
BANKHEAD VICTIM
NEW YORK (AP) — Eugenia 
Bankhead, sister of Tallulah, re­
ported to police Tuesday night 
she and a woman friend had $40,- 
500 worth of jewelry stolen from 
their room at the St. Regis Hotel. 
Police said none of the jewelry 
was insured.
NEW AZORES VOLCANO
NEW YORK (AP,)-A ship at 
sea today reported sighting a new 
volcano in full eruption off the 
Azores. The liner Independence 
en route to. North Africa, cabled 
its home office here that the 
new volcano was about 400 feet 
high and joined to the west end 
of Fayal Island by fresh lava.
BOY STARTED FIRE
FAIRBANKS. Alaska (AP)—In­
vestigators said Tuesday dlght a 
14-year-old boy admitted start­
ing the $1,000,000 fire which de­
stroyed most of the Lathrop 
Building in Fairbanks Nov. 23 
and killed Dr. Druska Schaiblc, 
professor of biological sciences at 
the University of Alaska. The 
boy’s name was kept secret.
COLD IN MEXICO
MEXICO CITY (AP)-A cold 
wave sweeping Mexico sent tem̂  
peratures down to 14 degrees 
above zero toay. Police said 
four deaths resulted from the 
cold. Reports ffom farm areas 
indicated heavy losses of some 
crops.
ATOMIC SHIP CONTRACT
.. WASHINGTON (AP)—The con­
tract for the construction of the 
first United States nuclear-pow­
ered merchant ship, the Savan­
nah, was signed Tuesday by the 
' government and representatives 
of the New Yock Shipbuilding 
Corporation of Camden, N.J, Con­
struction is to get under way 
next year and the ship is to be 
in operation in 1960.
.*'.4
POWER BALANCING VOIDS SHOOTING
Historian Says W ar Ruled Out
LONDON (AP)—Prof. A. J. P. 
TViylor, British historian, says a 
h«i«nping of power has all but 
ruled out the possibility of an­
other world war.
•T’m glad the two sides In the 
cold war are balancced now,” he 
says. "I prefer to see neither ride 
have power dominance—it’s too 
dangerous. Though I’d rather see
PRINCESS W ill HAVE PlAYMATE SOON
Tender, personal care is 
something that little Princess 
Caroline of Monaco gets from 
her parents. Prince Rainier 
and Princess Grace, formerly 
Hollywood screen actress Grace 
Kelly. Here is Prince Rainier
giving his pride and joy a 
high ride on his princely shoul­
ders. The beard is a compara­
tively recent acquisition. ’The 
couple expects a new addiUon 








ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP)- 
— The AFL-CIO convenUon 
came out unanimously Wednes­
day, against any 1958 wage 
freese. Instead, the convention 
called for sizeable wage in­
creases and a shorter work 
week.
American dominance than Rus­
sian, of course.”
Taylor is an Oxford University 
professor, a prolific author of 
books and essays and a familiar 
figure in British homes as an 
outspoken television “brains 
truster.”
“World war Is now worse fo: 
both sides than any possible al 
ternativo,’’ he observed.
“ In the Second World War, th: 
alternative — Hitler rule — wa: 
worse than war. Now a work 
war would be such a catastrophe 
that nothing would be worth it 
‘Two t h i n g s  could reaUy 
change the situation now. One is 
a political upheaval in Russia—a 
real upheaval that would change 
the Communist party structure 
not just the fall of Khrushchev 
or something like that. The other 
is an e c o n o m i t upheaval in 
America, a slump.
“I think the situation may be 
a race to see which of these sys 
terns c r a c k s  first, Russian 
tyranny or A m e r i c a n  capital 
ism”
What has Britain to contribute I Uirough the last century, 
to a world in this situalionT “Overseas investment is just
Taylor snorted at the Inter- another form of ccononUc ^d, 
viewer s question and said: If
you contribute the example of or­
derly government and democ­
racy, and act friendly and mind 
your own business, what's wrong 
with that?
“I do think we might go oh con- 
■jibuUng to raising the standard 
3f living in backward areas of 
'.he world. That’s what we did all
particularly as you always lose 
your investment. Look at the 
Suez Canal,”
Taylor feels Germany Is sUU a 
main danger point.
•Tfn In favor of keeping things 
In Germany as they are for a 
long while.” he said.
“Of course I want the East Ger­
mans to have their freedom. But
I want the Poles and Czechs and 
ifengarians to have theirs too. I 
donT see why the Germans should 
get any p ri^ ty .
“Aniway, as soon a i they get 
unity they’ll start agitating for 
their eastern territories (now 
part of Poland) and then we’U 
have the G e r m a n s  causing 
trouble for Europe all over again.
"And after au. what the Ger­






By BOB THOMAS ocean bottom,” he related. “I
AUTO PIONEER DIES
OXFORD, Eng. (AP) — Hans 
Langstad, Norwegian-born auto­
mobile pioneer who rose to 
leading position in Lord Nuf- 
licld’s motor empire, died at his 
home near Oxford Monday. He 
was 77. Langstad designed ,the 
first engine for the baby Morris 
car. He retired in 1949.
HOLLYWOOD ( AP ) Lo o k i n g  
for something the whole family 
can do together? Try underwater 
exploration.
The Gary Cooper family does 
it, and they have the time of their 
lives.
Coop, his wife and their daugh­
ter took it up at Antibes last 
summer on a European vacation. 
Now they’re exploring the south­
ern California coast.
COOL WEATER 
You’U find them on weekends 
off the coast of Palos Verdes or 
Catalina Island. And in water 
that is a chilling 60 degrees on 
the surface and as low as 45 de­
grees below.
“But you don’t notice the cold,' 
he explained. “You wear rubber 
suits that cover you completely 
and keep the cold out.’’
Cooper explained that his fam­
ily got their training for diving 
at the Attorn of a swimming 
pool.
'.There are several steps you 
must learn,” he said. “How to 
empty your mask of water when 
you are beneath the surface 
How to take off the mask imder- 
water and put it back on again 
How to remove the breathing 
gear in case of emergency. How 
to' telLjvhen your air supply is 
giving out.
GRADUATION EXERaSE
‘"The graduation comes when 
you get a bunch of people to sit 
in a circle at the bottom of the 
swimming pool. Each one takes 
off his breathing gear and hands 
it to the next person, who puts it 
on himself.”
Having graduated, the Coopers 
now are plying the Pacific wa­
ters. Just two weeks ago, they 
came across the remains of a 
wreck off the Palos Verdes cliffs. 
It was scattered all over the
STUDENT LIBERALS MEET
HALIFAX (CP) — The Cana 
dlan University Liberal Federa' 
tiOn will hold its annual meeting 
in Ottawa Jan. 13 it was an 
nounced hero Monday. George 
LaVntte of Sydney, federation 
president, said delegates from 29 
Mniversitics will attend the con 
fcrence,
SHIP LOST
VLOWESTOFT, Eng. (Reuters) 
The 70-foot wooden trawler Susan 
which has not been heard of 
since she left port here two 
weeks ago, was posted Monday 
as presumed lost with all hands 
Seven men were aboard the 
Siisnn M. when she left port. The 
vessel may have hit a mine.
PURCHASE GAS LINKS
CHATHAM. Ont. (CP)-Unlori 
Gas Co, of Canada Ltd. and 
Dominion Natural Gas Co. Ltd 
announced Monday that agree- 
ntent has been reached under 
\yhlch Union Gas wilt acquire (he 
natural gas pixxluetion, li-ansmls- 
slon and distribution properties 
operated by Dominion in Ontario.
PEOPLE DO 
READ SMALL 
ADS , . .
YOU ARE!
brought up a long nail from it, 
and the thing was square sha'ped, 
indicating it had been made be­
fore nails were manufacted 
round.'
No, I don’t think it was 
Spanish ship. More likely one of 
the boats that brought the forty- 
niners up from the isthmus to 
San Francisco.”
The actor - diver said he has 
been down as low as 60 feet, but 
prefers to remain at around 40 
feet because of sensitive ears. At 
any depth; he said, the diver is 
inclined tq lose track of time and 
space.
“You’ve got to keep track of 
your distance from the boat,” he 
remarked, “or you might sur- 
fade and find yourself a half- 
mile away.”
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP)- 
AFLrCIO chiefs turned Wednes 
day from their corruptions prob­
lems to bread-and-butter demands 
for higher wages and reduced 
working hours.
Walter Reuther, the Auto Work­
ers Union president, prepared to 
take the floor in his first major 
speech of the AFL-CIO conven­
tion in behalf of a resolution call­
ing for a round “of sizable wage 
Increases” and a shortened work 
week.
These demands jibe with Reu- 
ther’s plans for bargaining with 
the auto industry next year and 
reflect the fears of AFL-CIO 
economists that unemployment, 
already reported at 3,2(X),0(X) in 
November by the government, 
may rise to 6,000,000 by spring.
'The drive for shorter hours is 
directly contrary to the proposal 
made by Senate majority leader 
Lyndon Johnson that the present 
40-hour work week be scrapjwd 
as part of a full mobilization 
schedule to meet Russia’s Sput­




Make beautiful Gifts 
$1.98 to $9 .95  
This year shop carefully 
Shop confidently at
f  Dyck's Drugs |
Next to Super-Valu 
Phone 3333 For Delivery
'm m u m m
POR LMTtNO PRUHNRS*
L O N S U N E  
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d o m i n i o n
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C O I S t T  C O .  I T O
M ORT RORULAR • " A \
KITIMAT POWER RESTORED |
VANCOUVER (CP)—The Alu­
minum Company of Canada said I 
today power has been restored atj 
Kitimat and Kemano. A spokes­
man for the company said work 
has started on preparing the 
frozen pot-lines . for smelting 
aluminum after a four-day halt. 
Production at the Kitimat smel­
ter was interrupted early Sunday | 
by a rockslide.
Jnst i n  t i m e  f o r







To the music of the 
Commodores
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CARTRIDGE PEN
. .  .The fountain pen 
that fills like a ballpointj
|u*t drop Strip  
cartrldg* Iwo bsrr»l 
and writal
•  easy and clean to fill
•  n6 ink moss or stains on 
\  point, barrel or flngem
% •  leakproof, transparent cartridges. . .  sale to tarry In pocket or purse 
^ •  choice of six point stylespen, lour $l>rip certrldgei and malchlno
pencil '
WHEN IT COMES
L O O K  F O R  TQ WRITING.„
COME TO SHEArPBR'S
W . A . S H lA fE IR  P IN  CO. OF CAN AD A  LTD., O O D IR IC H , O NTARIO
JAMES HOWARTH & SON
JEWELLER
541 BERNARD AVE. KELOWNA, p.C.
W. R. TRENCH LTD.
289 iBERNARD AVE. KELOWNA, B.C.
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delicious baked goods 
with depenilabte 
m a g ic  Baking Powder. 
Guard ag(atmt failures 
. . .g e t  MAGIC lodayl
p e r  0fHir0g* M in g
Nothing complements good food like a really 
latisfying cup of coffee. Nabob has the special 
flavor and quality that adds perfect enjoyment 
to every occasion. I t’s th6 favorite coffee— 
by far—in western Canada.
' / . '!■ V
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U.S. will DOMINATE PARLEY/BUT . . .
Miracles Not
ms DAILY CODUBS
. tnvBs.. DEC. It. im
Paris Talks
B f  ALAN HAEVEY 
CsMdUa fit** Staff Wrttef
LCMSDON <CP»—NATOs sum- 
mit talki In Pari* next week will 
attract perha(» tae most disUn- 
g ^ b e d  gathering of ministers 
the peace conference of 
1919, but commentator* aren’t 
lo ^ n g  for any miracles,
A restrained, in some cases 
sombre view is taken of the 
headsHif.govemment meetings at 
the Palais de ChalUot. Everyone 
concedes t h e  importance of the 
occaskm. but the strategical ,com- 
^exiUes of the missile age have 
put a damper on enthusiasm. 
•‘So much needs to be done
that thf meetings can, a t  best, be 
only a new beginning on a  very 
long road,” says The Times in a 
lengthy ^ to r ia l  review of the 
ch^enge to NAiTO.
P DOMLNA’nON 
‘There is a general recognition 
that the United States, as usual, 
sdil dominate proceedings. Satis­
faction t h a t  President Eisen- 
b<i)ver has received medical ai> 
proval to attend the sessions is 
tempered to some extent by 
backward glances. The Financial 
Times says bleakly .that the worst 
single feature of the diplomacy 
of 1958 wax the "total lack of in­
telligible American leadership.” 
The Manchester Guardian vis­
ualizes State Secretary. D u l l e s  
coming to the conference table 
ready to imbue the alliance with
HOLD RUSSIAN GIFTS
U)NDON (Reuters)-A statue 
ol Lenin and other presents given 
to Harry PoUitt, 67 - year - old 
chairman of Britain’s Commu­
nist party, were held Monday by 
customs officials. PolUtt. who re­
turned to this country in the So­
viet liner Baltika told the cus- 
ton« he did not know the value 
of the Russian gifts. Customs of­
ficials are having them valued.
a new i^ c x so i^ , based on a 
merging of sovereignties over a 
wide area, but cautions:
'There is a danger that the 
purpose and philoso{^ of the 
American government will be 
lost or obscured in a tangle of 
dark sojAistries.”
Dulles has rarely enjoyed a 
high reputation in Europe. His 
r e c e n t  uncompromising state­
ments about Russia have encour­
aged belief in some quarters that
he is developing into a  profes­
sional anti - Soviet. ’Tributes are 
paid, however, to the long hours 
he has beep working.
NATO MALAISE , ^
Much newspaper space h a s  
been devoted to lengthy anal>’ses 
of the so-called NA’TO malaise.
Don’t be a Motor Maniac. Use 
your common sense at the wheel, 
advises the Canadian Highway 
Safety Conference.
GERMAN ATOMIC P ^ R A M l 
BONN (Reuters) — The West 
German government’s atomic en­
ergy commission M o n d a y  ap­
proved an eight-year nuclear re­
actor program with an energy 
capacity of 500.000 kilowatts, the 
federal a t o m i c s  ministry an­
nounced.
Infinite shades of o{dnl<Hi are 
represented, ranging from pique 
and petulance in France to some­
thing approaching cauUous op­
timism in BriUla *
Some European qbalms are 
strikingly e x e m p ) 1 tied in the 
phrase, *'no annihilation without 
representation.” ’This expresses 
the fear that in accepting United 
States ballistic missiles, which 
may not be under complete Eu­
ropean control, the r e c i p i e n t  
cohntries become priority targets 
for Russia m event of war.
The present measure of pes­
simism, with its’tacit recognition
TRAIN VICTIM DIES 
LONDON (Reuters) — A man 
injured in the train crash at sub* 
urban Lewisham last Wednesday 
died Simday in hospital, bringing 
the official death toll to 89. He 
was Anthony Matthess df Tbn* 
bridge Wells, Kent
of the magnitude of the task fhes 
tag NATO planners, is probably a  
healthy approach. But the IS At­
lantic leaders will, have to work 
hard In the short period of four 
days to make any real progress.
TO CONTEST SEAT 
MONTREAL (CP) — A. R6ss 
Webstar M 9  n d a y night wits 
named Progressive Conservative 
nominee to contest the Mcotrcal 
St. Antoine Westraount riding* in 
the next federal election. The 
seat Is held by George Marler. 
transport minister in the foriper 
Liberal government.
I  IF SHE SKATES |  
I  OR SKIS >' »
I  VrEADGOLDS I
^  HAVE GIFTS «  
^  THAT PLEASE'
EVERY ITEM ADVERTISED MUST BE SOLD DURING BENNETT'S PRICE SiASHING EVENT!
THE OKANAGAN'S GREATEST BARGAIN GIVERS MUST CLEAR SURPLUS STQCK! SHOP NOW AND SAVE!
I - ; ! .  .
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICE .  . 229’ 5
NEVER BEFORE SUCH UNHEARD OF REDUCTIONS ON FAMOUS MAKE WESTINGHOUSE, SUNBEAM, FAWCETT 
APPLIANCES! AND MANY MORE BARGAINS ON QUALITY FURNITURE TO BE HAD! $77,000 IN STOCK TO GO
New Slim Trim Styling 
21"WAVERLEY
Westinghouse TV
New Westinghouse "Broad Band” Television reproduces 
more of the signal transmitted . . . gives pictures that are 
clearer, sharper, with 22% more detail than sets without 
this advanced feature. New push button on/off switch . . . 
set and forget volume control. 21”  model comes in durable 
walnut, mahogany or blonde finish. ,
W e Overbought! To Go A t Cost!!!
8.1CU .FT.
QUKFREZ REFRIGERATOR
32 lbs. frozen food storage. Handi-dor vHth two recessed shelves add 
extra storage space for tall cans and bottles. Full width quic-chil 
tray. All steel cabinet. 5 year guarantee. SALE PRICE
SALE PRICE
1 9 8 ^
S a v e  $ 5 0  Silver Sable Mahogany
MASSIVE 6-PIECE
NO MONEY
Priced Right For . Christmas! 




Only « .  -  -
All hardw ood framesi dovetail construction, big 4 
draw er chiffonier, large 6 d raw er double dresser 
w ith fu ll sized p late glass m irror, radio headboard 
bed w ith  sliding panels, ribbon spring, 220 coil 
spring-filled m attress, beautiful hand nibbed  silver 
sable m ahogany finish.
Reg*
$ 2 9 9  
Value
^Not exactly as shown
$249
LOW PAYMENTS START IN 
JANUARY OF 195811!
3 9 . 9 5
• SAVE $100 I
, 3-pce. S ectionaf,
Hard wearing covers, spring 
f i l l e d  cushions, hardwood 
frame, no-sag spring construct­
ion, complete color selection.
'169.50
k
Complete w ith attachm ent
G.E. or W estinghouse
FLOOR POLISHERS
Reg. 54.50 ,
Rattan Chairs — Cool, light, durable, 
easy to store. jl n r .  
Only .................. ..................
5-pce. Chrome Suite — Sturdy, ser­
viceable, modern colors. ^ 0  QD 
Now oply , ....... ............. —
Coleman Gas Heaters OQ QC
Now only . . . . . . . ...............
Hamilton Beach Mixer.— 5 year 
guarantee. Reg. 54.95, g g
(Also Sunbeam Mixers priced at 
39.95)
Hollywood Beds — 220 coil spring 
lined mattress; 6 hardwood log-s for 
tx)x spring: all,stecs. CQ CA 
one low price ...................3 T .3 U
llostes* Robken --  Hardwood frame, 
ho-sag spring scat in frclro and 
boucle covers; curved walnut or 
blonde arms. , . AQ QC' 
Special............ ................. A T .T .#
imperial Fry Skillet — Automatic 
electric skillet; 4 quart capacity’. 
Reg. 28.95. i Q  A r
Pillow Back Hockera, — Just the 
rocker for TV. . AO OC 
Special at . ,1 . . .— ............
WafRe Iron and Orlll-A Christmas 
gift she’ll really cherish, 0  
Reg, 12.95. Now .. ............ — T .T J
$ 50  Trade-in for your 
Old Enamel Range! 
FAWCETT GAS RANGE
A u t o m a -
tic oven, roll 
o u t  broiler, 
c h n V e n - 
lent automa-
Reg. value ...$249.95 





COMPLETE WITH ^O M P
Adjustable safety wringer head 
automatic pump . . . .  9 lb, load . . , 





n • • V iO« iOHQ ■ • '  9
1 3 3 3 3
> .1 . -  .
$50.00 IN TRADE!
2  PIECE MODERN
CHESTERFIELD SUITE
H N IY  • "'®ticrn I woven fn- 
. V l i l .1 - . .  both attractive
and hardwearihg. Cb’ll' 
s p r i n g ,  rcversiblo 
cushions mounted on
i m i i ' t i(ao¥ '  v"̂ ’ ■ ■"* '
Portable. EIcctrte Heaters — Heavy 
guogc aluminum; cast iron base. 
Keg. 7.0p. C*CA 
Sale Price ............................
G.E. Element Elecirlo Kcitlo - 1
Automatic, with cord and plug. Cap­
acity 3 Imperial quarts. T  O*!
Now .........— ................ .
Blower .Type Electric Hester — 1500 
watts; converts to fan in summer 
with flick of switch. l A O C  
Reg. 22.95. Now
Sunbeam MIxeUe — Specially priced 
for Christmas giving. I D  QC 
Reg. 26.95, Now ..........
'T H|
Floor Lamps — Fiberglass bullet Wl- |  
llte, complete with bulbs, highly ■ 
decorated stem of iron and A I  'A C  |  
wood. Now only . . . . . . . j . . i  |
’ i
Stools — A fine selection in walnut 
or blonde; frieze'/and leatherette, 
cover; many color* to select from.' 
Reg. 5.95, q  A t
Now ..............-..............
1 . ' ■ ' ' ' ' '' ' '
liroplaoe Sorecn — Draw type, fin­
ished in polished brasb. |  A QC 
Rejj. 22.il5. Now - r - ..........  *
Hot Plates — 2 burner plates. A 0 6  |  
Reg. d.95. Now only |
C o m fo r ta b le , L o n g 'L a s t in g
Make your room do double duty, Comtartable 
d|van by day-t-luxurious bed by^,nlght. Ex­
clusive lovclizcr khd n n i r r
inner-spring mat- SALE PRICE'
tress assure rest­
ful, relaxing sleep.
N y l o n  benrings 
make it so easy to 
operate,
MATCHING CHAIRS AVAILABLE
1 8 9 5 0
BENNETT'S STORES LTD. 2 6 9
B.C.
T A tm * tHURSDAYt DECEMBER 12» 1957
Ellison Field Development 
Depends On Ottawa Assistance
. On Mcmday ther^ wa» an iiipwtant 
meeting held here in Kelowna. The meeting 
was a small one and its results on the surface 
were^.not fruitfilL .Yet it was perhaps just 
about the most impmtant meeting held in 
this city during the past year.
An executive of Canadian Pacific Air* 
lines came to Kelowna, at Kelowna’s request, 
to • discuss the possibility of a regularly- 
sch^uled flight being established through 
Iwrc. .
The subject was not a new one. It had 
been discussed between the two parties ten 
years ago and at intervals in between.* This 
week’s mdeting was different, however, in 
that there was a more positive approach made 
by Kelowna and a more positive position 
adopted by the CPA. The latter’s executive 
said without qualification that “simultaneous” 
with the hardtopping of the Ellison Field 
runway fund the installatipif of a couple 
cf navigational aids, the CPA would com­
mence ah east-west service through hero 
. which would connect the northern part of 
the Valley with the main transcontinental 
airlines. He Sifid that it had long been recog­
nized by his company that Acre was a large 
untapped air travel potential in this area; 
tills had been demonstrated by the large 
-  percentage of traffic originating here for the , 
Penticton service and CPA desimd to operate' 
the two services through Penticton and Ke­
lowna.
There Is, surely, no need to diseuw hero 
the great importance such a service would bo , 
to this city and Vernon and the North Ok- 
anagah.
But it is apparently dependent upon one 
thing—the paving of the runway to at least 
5,000 feet. That is a major project and be­
yond the ability of the City of Kelowna at 
this time. The City has already spent some­
thing like $100,000 on purchase of the site 
and development o f  Ae field and the money
has been Well spent on what is in bur opinion 
4 a very necessary project.. The development 
work has b ^ n  done and, according to avia­
tion authorities, well done indeed i but now 
to move forwarf assistance is necessary.-
There is one source from which this 
assistance cw  come; the f^e ra l department 
of transport. There are many excellent rea­
sons why Ottawa should provide some finan­
cial assistance to Ellison Field; any expendi­
ture could be justified on several grounds.
Unfortunately, however, there is the hu­
man element to be considered and, it must 
be admitted, that when it is considered pros- 
pects of Ottawa help ais somewhat dimmed.
This area for years has scenifit to'^cct mem- 
! bers to the opposition ranks of the House of 
Commons rather than supporters of the gov­
ernment. Idealistically, this should have no 
bearing on the matter, but practically it must 
be recognized that the members of the gov- 
enunent are huihan beings and so have human Y)$\
traits. One of these traits is that we work 
better with^ our supporters than with our 
opponents and are prone to look more kindly 
upon the arguments of our friends than of 
those who are not our friends. While this 
may be unfortunate, there is nothing wrong 
wiui It; it is the natural human reaction.' It 
is an obvious fact that Ottawa listens more 
sympathetically to the case of an area which 
is represented by a government supporter 
than that area which is represented by a  mem-InTT aia/ a DCPORT
ber sitting on the opposite side of the H o u s e . I  
T h is  will always be so as Tong as our mem­
bers are human beings and not machines.
As long as this'area continues to elect mem­
bers to the opposition side of the House, it 
must^ recognize that it is immediately impos­
ing an additional hurdle on themselves in any 
mscussions with the p6wers-that-be in Ot- 
twa. This, unfortunately, is the very human 
trait, which must be hurdled if we are to 
, obtain assistance for Ellison Field from Ot­
tawa.
'I
GIVE A  MAM A HORSE HE CAN RIDE
M erit
With this area, in common vdth many > 
others in Canada, heading into the period 
when the slump in employment becomes more 
pronounced, it is to be hoped that the appeals 
by the advisory committees of Natibriai Em­
ployment Service offices for action that will 
create jobs, are taken to heart.
The appeals are directed at home-own- 
en , business places and indust^. They are 
particululy urgent this year, since the soft 
tendency ta the economy is pushing the job­
less total towards unhealthy proportion. .
I t is readily understood that ihdustry 
can do little in the way of increasmg Us pro­
duction' forces if orders are lagging. But 
wherever possible construction, maintenance* 
and plant improvement projects, if und»- 
taifftn at this time, would help the general
^tuatiem. ,,
Undoubtedly many merchants have 
for improvement and expansion of their 
premises. There is no better time than the
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Written specially for The 
Daily Courier) , ^
OTTAWA: The new Conserva­
tive. ministry ik nearing the end 
of its freshman term with, a rec­
ord of excelent marks far out­
numbering the flunks.
, , , . • j  .  t. I Collectively and individually
present or through the wmter period to have Uhe class has deserved and re- 
thesc projiects carried but. ceived one or two blacii eyes in
It would be a revelation’if a full picture the pairUamentary brawl.'But no-
could be obtained of the jobs that, ate
templatcd around* the homes of the area, have not been more plentiful and 
Possibly there isn’t a street in the community more severe, 
without two or three hoineowners who k n o w M je  f  
that they’ll be makmg improvements and
changes quite soom They’ll be agreeably snr-port Minister George Hees and 
prised at the facility with which craftsmen External Affairs Minister Sidney 
ran  haidle their . , ^ d s  a t tins t o e  M d ® ^  ^
through the wmter. T^ey may also find rt to humense energy when he was 
be an advantageous time from the standpoint president of the National Frogres- 
of costs in which to  initiate their projects, siye Association two years ago,
Plenty of worken, are available t t  aU r a t e - t o ?  rS le e d V e
gories. . , sometimes flippant attitude which
If all segments of the community will had led even sqme of his colleag-
conscientiously canvass the job opportunity ues to regard him â s a maverick.
•u'lvu. i«/i Both his energy and his flair arepossibihuCs within their control) and take ^  fuu ^se, for in Par-
the necessary action, an appreciable move- liament and out, he is c a r r ^ g  
mept tow ard  containing me jobless totals the heaviest load m the cabinet
will result.
And Flexibility In Diversity
By ED SIMON 
4 !i|WfiAl«n Piess Staff Writer
LONDON (CP) — Barely 
fear ago. the impact of the Suez 
crisis subjected *the '» Common­
wealth to the greatest strain of 
Its history. , ^
Its members rose in the United 
Nations General Assembly to Uls- 
an ce  openly and vehemently on 
a. major question of policy. The 
gulf between those who sup­
ported Britain’s Suez interven­
tion and those who condemned 
it appeared Irreconcilable 
Six mmths later, the Common­
wealth .prime ministers met in 
I/>ndon. The bond.*! of their asso­
ciation were firmer than ever 
and all were determined that n 
similar situation would not rise 
again. .
In the testing weeks of the 
Suez debate the Commonwealth 
members,
Commonwealth leaders shun 
publicity in their deliberations, 
avoiding the quarrelsome atmos­
phere of United Nations debates. 
The communiques that emerge 
from their ̂  conferences are us 
ually dull and cliche-ridden. And 
consultations between Common­
wealth capitals are taken so 
much for granted that they 
create headlines only on rare oc­
casions, such as Suez,-when they 
do not take place.
But if the political fruits of the 
Commonwealth relationship often 
appear vague, there have been 
solid accomplishments in the eco­
nomic field.
The>most spectacular is the Co­
lombo Plan, organized In IMO as 
Commonwealth enterprise to 
assist backward countries in 
southeast Asia, in which the 
United Sitates and Japan, have 
.oined the wealthier member:! to 
extend economic and technical 
assistance to pndcrdovelopcd na-
had come of age. Its 
all one-timn componencta of the 
British Empire, had proven them- ^  the area, 
selves sovereign and Independent’  ̂
in fact as well as name and their 
association as equals had cn- 
duted the proof. : »
vM nnr in  d w k b s it y
It endured because of its flexl-
bUlty. Despite complaints of em- 
, ptre-minded critics that Common­
wealth ties had becoipe loose to 
tita point of being meaningless 
them had been a sustained ef 
fpri to create conditions enab­
ling •  diversa group of states to 
live with each other.
IVn* the Conunonwealth Is no 
longer a military alliance, •  po­
litical Moo or an economic en­
tity; It la increaslnffly multira­
cial and multilingual. It tteea not
even share a fommon auegianco 
to the Crown—several renubUcs 
Included) In its membership rec­
ognise th ) Queen only as head of 
the Oommonweallh.
Its political cMoring ranges 
ftmn Communist caMnet mem- 
b trs  In Ceylon to extreme righi 
wing government In South At 
rlca. There is a wide variety of 
isdfglous beliefs and waya of life.
|ta  members share, a parlla- 
m tntaty system of irovernment 
and a dcstra to work togetter 
for their mutual well - being 
Terme a t assoclaUon ara delib* 
tndely  vagtM.
apart from the prime minister.
The department of transport is 
by sheer weight of volume of ad­
ministrative detail, the cabiners 
most burdensome task. In fact 
the Liberal government was plan­
ning to split it, into “Transport' 
and “Communication,” because 
they found it too much for one 
minister. In addition, Mr. Hees 
is the only minister who finds 
.not one but two predecessors sit- 
the Second Worl:  ̂ War, member- tihg in ■ opposition, and alert to 
ship Is sought by the newer attack Mm with all the sting of 
states emerging from British their own previous intimate 
rule, recognizing that it Imposes knowledge of Ms job. 
no limitations on. their sover- Thus the new minister of trans 
eignty. In the West Indies federa- port has had to face mote jolting 
tion, scheduled to become the tackles than any other Conserva- 
11th member in March, Common- tive; but ex-Argonau^ llnemah 
wealth affiliation is taken for Hees can throw a jai|rlng . block 
granted. | himself, and ex-heaVywetghit box-
Critics have claimed the Com-* '
monwcalth Is guilty of backing 
away from controversial issues 
and should adopt a firm policy 
as a third force between Rus­
sia and the United States. Its de­
fenders say.better results can be 
achieved through its present pol­
icy of going no farther than the 
unanimous desires of its mem­
bers. : ,
They argue that the advantages 
of the present union would be 
largely sacrificed if members 
were forced to abandon it in pro­
test .against policies with which 
they disagree.
ing champion Hees can also lead 
with an effective straight left, 
ex-transport Minister Lionel 
Chevrier especially has had cause 
to discover. •
When an opponent’s question 
genuinely seeks information, and 
contains no concealed needle, Mr. 
Hees’ political judgment quickly 
spots its merit; foen he gives 
a full and Ijelpful answer, from 
Ms quieWy acquired wealth of 
knowledge of Ms department 
with a! coiirieous and reciprocated 
smile. '
With equal chafm and court­
esy, External Affairs Minister 
S i^ey  Smith meets Ms question­
ers, in the House of Commons 
and in committee. ,
But there the comparison ends. 
Mr. Smith looks and acts like 
Santa Claus who has come 
down the wong cMmney, land­
ing unexpectedly in a board-room 
to become the part-time direc^r 
of a bankrupt company. He is a 
Santa who has come for a slay- 
ride and show  ̂ no claws before 
lis opponents. The jolly fellow 
is most gracious about it all, but 
the agenda obviously has Min out 
of Ms depth, He should beTspread- 
ing good-cheer around the world, 
but here are some tiresome men 
bothering him with questions a- 
bout “Norad” and “Sunfed” and 
“Unefi” These questions bother 
Mm, and he frequently brushes 
Ms chubby hand up his ruddy 
countenance and back over Ms 
tMck wMte mop while he tMnks; 
or he draws lavish circles in the 
air with his constant cigarette in 
its long holder, while he replies 
that Ijp will seek the answer.
Pefnops the greatest surprise 
of tMs session, discussed by ev­
eryone in parliament, is the un­
convincing performance of tMs 
new minister. His-maiden speech 
on external affairs dismayed ev­
en his parly colleagues; Ms vul­
nerability to attack in committee 
by Nobel Prizeman Mike Pearson 
astonished every observer. Here 
indeed was a parliamentary and 
cabinet freshman being hazed
by more experipced tormentors.
But the , truth must be recog­
nized: on Labor Day, Dr. Sidney 
Smith was president of the Uni­
versity of Toronto. In three 
months from that* time, he enter­
ed politics, was sworn into the 
cabinet, found a riding where he 
could woo the voters, fought a 
by-election and won it, led the 
Canadian, delegation to the Uni­
ted Nations, took over and began 
to learn an Important government 
department, made his debut, in 
the House of Commons, and tlien 
faced hostile questioners to de­
fend in committee departmental 
estimates prepared by Ms politi­
cal foes.
It was too much.
But many critics and enemies 
are laying in wait, ready to draw 
comparisons between Hon. Sidney 
Smith and Ms predecessor in of­
fice, Hon. Mike Pearson. In the 
short run, the odds are stacked 
against Mr. Sihith. But whep the 
freshman has hqd time to do Ms 
homework, and not before, it 
will be fair to judge whether he 
is better or worse than the sopho-
1ft TEARS AGO 
Decemlier. IHT 
Does the bank of a creek leg­
ally belong to « home-owner, tMi 
city, or the province? City En­
gineer Harry Blakcborough said 
it had been previously ruled that 
a tax-payer’s property adjoining 
a creek, exteixis to the centre 
of the stream, and foat if a rate­
payer owns property on both sides 
af the stream, the entire creek 
passing through Ms property le|- 
lUy belong to Mm.
Whfle King Winter held an icy 
•jrlp over most of Western Can­
ada last month, Kelownians en- 
oyed one of the mildest Novefn- 
bers in the last three years. Ac­
cording to the mofathly weather 
report, the average maximum 
temperature'last month was 42.33 
degrees, and the average mini­
mum temperature was 31.56 de­
grees. Precipitation last month 
was .92 inches. '
20 TEARS AGO 
December. 19317
Four proposed a^plane landing 
sites—including one at the north 
end of the city and the Rutland 
airport—are being considered by 
a joint senior and junior board 
ot trade committee in an endeav­
or to provide a suitable landing 
field fo)r Kelowna in the event 
the air mail route to Alaska is 
routed via the Okanagan.
30 TEARS AGO 
December. 1927 
The annual bazaar held by the 
Ladles’ Aid of First United 
Church was a very successful 
affair, a sum of $400 being raised 
for the organ fund of the chuurfh.
40 TEAES ago  
, December, 19177
Showing at the Kelowna Thea­
tre “The Deemster! In nine thrill 
ing reels. Featuring .Marion 
Swain and Derwent Hall Cain. 
Begins at 8 o’clock. One perfor­
mance. Price (Including tax) 
50c. (Svildrea S»c. ,
50 TEARS AO 
December. ItOlT
The (Mrler’s Ball on Wednea- 
day was attended by about sixty 
couples, and dancing was kept up 
till 8 a.m. to the'music of Ke­
lowna Quadrille Band. Raymer’s 
Hall was artistically decorated 
(or the occasion with cedar 
bougs, deer heads, and tropMea 
of curling stones and brooms, 
and was tarlghtly lit with gasoUne 
lamps. About $160 was realized 
from the sale of tickets, and the 
dub realized a neat sum for the 
benefit of the Stone Fudd.
WAVERLT HONORED 
LONDON (CP)-The Order of 
Merit, one of the Mghest hoqors 
the Queen ckn bestow, has been 
conferred on Viscount Waveriey 
in appreciation of a career of 
outstanding merit in the public 
service. Chairman of the’Ifort of 
London Authority and a perma­
nent civil servant, Lord Waver­
iey formerly wfts Sir John Ander­
son.
WORDS OF THE WISE
To get money Is difficult, to 
keep it more difficult, but to 





Judge me, O Lord, I have 
trusted, in the Lori, therefore 
shall not slip. Psalm 26:1.
Men who have put their trust 
in wealth or false friends have 
found themselves deserted and 
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or any other Macdonald Brand 
Postage Included 
Mon order ond remittance toi 
OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT
MACDONALD TOBACCO IN C
P.O. Box 490, Place d'A>naM, 
Meirireal,Qae,




DOLL “TONIE”-Sits, stands, 
sleeps combale hair.'Made in 
England.
Only .............................. 'O C
Wardrobe.
10 to choose from 69c
Engine and 4 Cars
Christmas value —
HOCKET GAMES 






Opposite Board of Trade 
Bernard Ave.
at EATON'S
Timely Gift Suggestions for the Christmas Shopper who wishef 
to give something practicaL
IS
^  Kelvinator Refrigerator
T
Other Commonwealth organiza­
tions exchoMO research informa­
tion-in agriculture, forestry and 
science, Specialized bodies deal 
with p r o b l e m B  of (fommon- 
wealth telecommunications, ship­
ping and air transport.
Despite racial differences that 
divide South Africa from Ghana 
and India territorial did- 
nitea causing friction between 
[pdla and Pakistan, all (fomnion- 
wealUi - members bre warm in 
their praise ot the Institution that 
unites them. . :
“What strikes me obout the 
Commonwealth is not its points 
of likeness but rather Its points 
of dtffmucer ^Mch have not 
b c ^  sluirwed i
ono jVear of age, a female 
in (lanada may expect to I
• At e
child C  
live ijnother 72 , Kara, a malel 
child another 6^ ycaya.
to c ^ e  In iho*
•n to  Nfcir m e m b e r s
AH members have joined to 
welcome now recruits like Ghana 
and Malaya, which became the 
ninth and 10m partners in 195T 
and were seated in the United 
Natkms under the unanimmis 
sponsomMp of all their feilow- 
members.
Where Burma steered ctegr of 
OmmimweaKh associations on 





H. P.' MacLcan, Publisher 
Publishcdi' every afternoon 
cept SUndftys mid holidays at 402j 
Dcyle AVft., Kelowna, B.C. by 
The Kelowna Courier Limited.
Members Audit Bureau ot Cln. 
cuIatioUs.
Member of Tha Canadian Pitess. 
{The Canadian Press is exclu-j 
Blvely entitled to the uso for re-1 
publication of all news despatches 
credited to it or to Tha Associated 
Press or lleuters in this pap^ 
end ntso tho local newa published 
trerein. AU rights of repuMlca- 
tion, of speciftl dispatches herein 
ate also reserved. • .
Subscriptfon rates—carrier de-| 
fivery. city and diitirict T3c per 
week, earner boy cxtUecUng every 
2 w e ^  Suburban areas, where 
carrier mr deUvecy serytee ia| 
maintained, rates as abonte.
By man. In B,C., 
year: 13.50 for d moot 
for 3 months. Outside B.C. and) 
U.S.A., |Ut.OO per year; single' 
copy, sates price, 9 cents.
^  ' ' ' " ■
g Lewyi* VacuMm Cleaner
& Limited quantity to clear. Complete with, attachements. Four 
^  wheels make it easily movable. Clearing at the low, low
price ........... . . . . . 1. . . . .......................... .................. ...................................................... .................................
10,00 down. Monthly payments.






Coptnln Morgan ̂ <ita the pace 
 ̂ On every, hig oceaalonj ,
Hta Welcome pnwence always witta 
A Wdl-deserved ovation t
IhloyMi'
IhdenoBt rums iii) eC,
; ‘ DttUXI
This advertlMment Is not published or dlsptayed by the 
liquor Control Board or by the Qovernmenlof British Columbia
Demonstrator, slightly marked. 8 cu, ft. Model, across the 
top freezer. Ample space for storage, Was 269.95.
Christmas Clearance................................. .............................
10.00 down. Monthly payment.
2 0 9 9 5
5 9 ”
Slightly marked in transit. Nothing to mar its beauty or usefulness. Large 30-inch model 
with the famous over size oven. Visual panel in the 
shuts off
door, 
atSet tlie controls and the oven cooks and 
any pre-set time. Was 339.95.
Christmas Special ....................................................... ......... .
I 10.00 down. Monthly payments
Completely automatic. ^
2 9 9  95
Thor Woshcr -
Square tub style, safety wringer, Com­
plete with pump and timer. Was 
189.95.,
Clearing at only ..............
lOM d^wti. Monthly payments,
Douglas Electric Dryer —  Only one to 
clear. Gleaming while enamel. A. Christ­
mas gift that will continue to give all the 
year orbund. l O O  O C
Regular 189.95. Clearance
10,09 down. Monthly psymeats,
Mnslc (or Christmas — Beautiful walnut 
Viking Combination radlo-phohograph
sakers. Bcau-wlth Hi FI features. Three speakers, 
tifol tone. Only one of these at 
price.
Christmas Clearance.....
10.00 down. Monthly payments
this
169.95
Portahle Television Sets —  Limited quan*̂  
lily bf these smart 14’’ television sets. 
Will not last long at this 1 7 A  C A
price. Clearance.......... .. I /
10,00 down. Monthly paymenta.
AU mcfclpmdise advertised Is available (or Immediate delivery.
n. c:
■ T f- - .
' * ’ V '  ?r
"Open V is iting " Hours
Hospital
VOpen VisiUng" will-go intoipatienU to two visitors at oae 
effect a t Kelowna General Hospl- time. ,
tal December 16. **We expect to receive the full
It will replace the existing sys- co^>peration of the public.’* the 
tern which restricts visiting to K O H spokesman continued.
STILL GftCiWING
EDMONTON. iCP) -  School 
board officials estimate fast* 
jrowing £  d m o Q10  n*s present 
school enrolment of 33.000 may 
touble in the next 10 years. Next 
'ear’s program calls for 164 new 
■Jassrooms.




definite hours on certain days 
of the week.
Uiuler the new plan, visitors 
will be allowed to see adult i>at> 
:ients between 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
every day of the week. Visits to 
the children’s ward may be made 
from 2:30 until 7 p.m.
Hospital authorities maintain 
that "Open Visiting" alleviates 
Spngestion during visiting hours, 
and tends to distribute visiting 
periods to the bt^efit of patient, 
visitor and hospital staff. .
TRIED ELSEWHERE
The system has been tried with 
marked success in other hospi 
tabi including the Royal Colum­
bian in New Westminster, Royal 
Jubilee in Victoria, and Vernon 
Jubilee Hospital.
A hospital spokesman explaned 
that there will be times when 
visitors cannot enter a room be­
cause treatment is in progress, 
but that signs to this effect will 
be placed on the door.
Another restriction will limit
’There is no reason why with 
mutual understanding and pat­
ience it should hot be successful 
at Kelowna General Hospital.'
OLD STYLE
SH J^IE L D , England (CP)- 
'ohn Davis. 82 - year - old pen­
sioner, lights his home here by 
candles and cooks on an old-fash­
ioned range. "I don’t  like this 
modern age with its new-fangled 
machines,’’ he says.
THE DAILY COURIER r
TOURS.. DEC. U. 1W7 0
MOVIES TOWARD PRIRB
NEW YORK (AP)—Theogildlus 
depolu Aderonmu, a NIgertan 
ie<ucal student, Tticsday night 
answered correctly the second of 
three questions leading to $128.« 
(X)0 on a television quia program. 
He will return next Tuesday tot 
the final question. Aderonmu, 30. 
Monday was to pay his ex-wlte. 
Fay. a week for sumxirt ot 
their daughter after w b u ^  164,<• 
000.
I- * ,
. ■. -S t:U '
FIREMEN PLAY ROLE OF SANTA
Unable to resist a playful 
moment or two with some of 
the hundreds of toys Kelowna I
By GEORGE INGLIS
No kids in Kelowna will go 
without toys on Christmas, if 
the men of the volunteer fire 
brigade can help it.
For five consecutive years the 
regular and volnnteer firemen of 
the Kefowna brigade have de­
voted a great deal of time col­
lecting and repairing old toys, 
dolls and games.
Any needy child Is welcome to 
their whack at the toys, the dis­
tribution taking place through 
the various , organizations in 




VANCOUVER — Canadian Pa­
cific Airlines announced flight 
schedules between Vancouver 
and Honolulu will be Increased 
to meet heavier traffic demands.
Commencing this weekend CPA 
will increase service to Hawaii 
from two to three flights a week. 
With the additional flight, the 
airline wUl make available 183 
seats to Honolulu every reven 
days.
Later this month. CPA will 
operate three extra flights to the 
Hawaiian holiday capital, leav­
ing Vancouver Dec. 20, 21 and 
22. "More Canadians are taking 
winter vacations than ever be- 
bore,’* said H. B. Renwick, vice- 
president of traffic. “Last year 
CPA carried over 10,000 pas 
sengers'between Vancouver and 
Honolulu compared with slightly 
over 1,000 in 1952.”
Firemen will put in top shape 
before Christmas morning are 
firefighters Dick Bartier, Dick
ing of help. The area of the fire- 
men’t toy-blitz is from Peach- 
land to Winfield.
In 1955, 97 families knew a 
happier C^hristmas as the result 
of the toys, 'vith 297 children 
receiving them.
Last year 226 children from 88 
families, from ages one to 18 
years, received from three to 
five articles apiece.
The tops are mostly received 
by voluntary donations, the kids 
and adults bringing them into 
the fireball themselves. On more 
than one occasion, the donations 
were supplemented by the hockey 
club, which has a special night, 
letting the kids in free upon pre­
sentation of a toy.
Once they are received, many 
of them having seen much better 
days, they go through the rough 
workshop, where part of the 
crew of 32 volnnteer firemen and 
eight regulars take over the task 
of removing dents, replacing 
wheels, and generally smartening 
up the toys.
Once they go through this pro­
cess, they go upstairs,' where the 
finishing department gives them 
a spanking new coat of paint, a
Snyder and Bruce Belcher. The 
toys will help make December 
25 more like Christmas for
wash job, or a p<5lish job, what­
ever may be called for.
Should it be a doll, they re­
ceive a treatment all their own. 
Mrs. M. Locke, widowed mpther 
of fireman-driver Harry Locke, 
is the custodian of the dolls. A 
tiny, happy woman with a mem­
ory that takes in many happy 
Christmases herself, her pri­
mary concern now is to see as 
many kids as possible have the 
same.
In past years, Mrs. Locke has 
dressed up as high as 250 dolls 
,m finery, after the major re­
pairs have been effected by the 
men. This year she has already, 
completed 50, and they are 
coining in just as fast as she 
can handle them.
"UTTLE HELPERS’*
In fact, according to Fire Chief 
Charles Pettman, there are an 
abundance of toys, although 
some more toys in very good re­
pair might be welcome. As it 
stands right now, the boys have 
all their work cut out to repair 
those they have on hand for 
Christmas, but could handle some 
in top shape.
If you have any like that, call
children for̂  whom It would 
otherwise have been “just 
another day.”
3396, and they will pick them up. 
Chief Pettman said.
The men who comprise the 
brigade are drawn from every 
walk of life in the city, and 
range in age from the early 
twenties to' the age where it is 
delicate to ask the question. All 
of them are vehement in one 
statement, however.
Life has become a much hap­
pier institution since they started 






VERNON — Junior Chamber 
of Commerce is working hard In 
coiUuncUon with get out the 
vote in today’s election.
Permission' has been granted 
the Jaycees to use a sound truck 
to arouse pubUc interest. They 
will also supply transporation 
to-any persons needing it.
Watkins Motors wiU be the 
headquarters for the campaign 
and those wanting information or 
transportation should call 2711.
FRiE HOME




r v u  M AI.T t n i t
This advertisement is not publislKd or displayed by the Liemor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
AUTHENTIC
OLD COUNTRY
M IC H U I MINCEMERT
It’s easy to make delicious 
festive treats with this rich, 
spicy mincemeat. Juiciest 
apples, plump raisins, 
tart peel. . .  matured 
and aged to perfection.
6290-t
1 You ALWAYS Do Better A t LOANE'S
MacMILLAN BURIED
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) — 
Dr. W. JC P. MacMillan, who 
would have been Prince Inward 
Iriand's next lieutenant-governor, 
was buried Tuesday following one 
of the island’s biggest funerals. 
The 76-year-old surgeon and for­
mer Conservative premier d l ^  
Saturday following a short 111- 
iiess. He would have become 
Ueutenant-governor Dec. 16.
Y o u  d o n ’ t n e e d  t o  p a y  ^ 2 5 0  t o  ^ 3 0 0  ( o r
inconspicuous M o i f  hearing aids
offM* the werid'e lafoest>aeII> 
Ing, fineat'quality hearing aide 
—tiny, light, Ineonsplceone
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lO-DAV MONBV<iBACK OUARANTHR 
f.V B A R  W ARItAN TV B-VBAR 8E R V I0B  PLAN 
BASV TIM R PAYM ENTS
“ROYALTY OF HEARING AIDS"
KELOWNA OPTICAL CO.




GENERAL S  ELECTRIC A  W A S H E RS IN
3 ZONE WASHER
PLUS daily  dipper
“Quick-CIean” washing action. Fits insid^ your G-E Washer,
BOTH ONLY
Years ahead styling, long skirt 
plus a host of work saving fea« 
tures that will help you whiz 
thru wash days. One control 
wringer, powerful pump, 9 lb, 
cap. Permadrive 
mechanism. Regular'
solves your small wash problems, 
unique 2 gallon “Tiny Tub** 
saves hot water, soap, saves time 




Nothing Lf more appnqnlate to give to anyone, anywhere.
RIBELIN'S CAMERA SHOP is KELOWNA'S ONLY 
PHOTO SUPPLY store devoted to thp complete serv­
ice of both am ateur and professional.
When you give a gift to someone you love you want it to bring them satisfaction 
and happiness. A gjift from RIBELIN*S CAMERA SHOP is your assurance of 
satisfaction, because service and individual assistance go with the gift no matter 
who receives iu ^
Only a boha-flde camera supply store such as RIBEEIN*S CAMERA SHOP can 
give you the full value in service, instruction and maintenance.
RIBELIN'S c a m e r a  SHOP Is authoriied dealer for 
most leading makes and models. Many of theni ex-
' e lu s ive .",.'
2 experts here to serve you lud Rlbclin and Allan Ribelin. \
Make this a photographic Christmos
Buy Gift Certificates at RibeUn*s Camera Shop \
'■ ■ ' ' ' ' . 'i ■ ,
Ribelin's Camera Shop Is Here To Serve You 
In  Your Enjoyment o f Picture M aking.
BUY AT — ' ' ' '
274 Bernard Ave. Phone 21 (tB Kelowna, ^ C .
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TERMS — 40c Per 
Day
•  Fabuloua GE Ultra
Vision ,
•  Slratopower Chasals
•  Alnmlniied Ploture 
TUbe for Clearer, 
Sharper Image .
•  26 Tube Parfermanoe
•  Exelualve ‘*Unltrol'* 
for Easier Tuning
•  Twin HI-FI Speakers 
for Perfect . Sound 
DiatrlbuUon
•  Lustrous Wood Oruin 
Cabinets
r
G E N E R A L W  ELECTRIC
— U
AUTOMATIC -  DELUX 
SPEED COOKING 
30" Electric
Reg. Price $339 
PRICED AT ONLY
. 0 0
•  Automatio Element
•  Antopiutlo Griddle
•  Automatio timer
•  Puabbutton Controls
•  Giant Sixed Oven
•  Focused Heat Droller
•  BulIMn Lamp
•  Two ApplUnea Onji* 
lets
•  High Speed Calrod 
Elements Hiat aro 
'actually Faster Tbaa 
Gas
LOANE'S GREAT SAVINGS ON GENERAL ELECTRIC SMALL APPLIANCES
•  O.E. Steam llnm 
Model F90. Reg. |  C n r  
10.95. Specim I
•  O.E. Fry Pan
Model 51, Heg. | 7  0 r  
22.85, Special,.. I ' . T J
•  G.E. Coffee Mpher •  O.B. Floor FoUaher 
Heg. 48.05. 0 0  QC
Special.........1 . .  O Y .T iJ





YOU ALWAYS DO BETTER AT LOANE'S, KELOWNAS GIFf CENTRE
-  -  FURNITURE -  HARDWARE








FUN, FOOD AND FINE RUMS 
FOR M N O R  PUCKSTRtS FRIDAY
A minor hockey players* card will be admi^ion to an 
evening of fun,' food and Hne films tomorrow night at the 
Legion HaU, starting at 7.00 p.m.
The Kelowna and District minor hockey executive are 
throwing a free Christmas party for the boys, with the added 
motive of showing some films > of professional hockey that 
should prove instnic^vc to them.
I Coaches and parents are welcomed to attend also.
There has been a trcmend«^ amount of lip-flapping lately 
about Canada’s national sport-^veryoiK froDt a totiring group 
of Russjans to a venerable organ of publid opinion has lashed 
it with verbal frenzy.
Actually, a great deal of the strife seems to have arben 
out our endeavors to whip the Russian and vice-versa. We 
were idylically peaceful in our healthful pursuit of the national 
past-time until the Russians entered the picture, about a decade 
ago, and decided they were going to beat us, even if they had 
to change the rules to do it.
We felt this was presumptuous on their part, and continued 
blithely in the belief that we could go on ‘‘whupping” them, no 
matter what the rules or conditions.
This was our first ghastly error. We should have stamped 
our foot right then, and said “This is our rame, and our rules. 
You play it our way or not at all.” Had th ^  refused to go along 
with us in this, we could have sat smugly at home and watched 
them bicker and beef among themselves, playing their own game 
in their own way. We would have been above reproach.
Whenever they got despergtc enough to want to prove they 
could lick us, we should have taken them on in the game as we 
• played it from youth, and played it with everything that was in 
us, ignoring their whining about roughness.
In'addition, since we are dealing with countries whose way 
of life is so different from our own, we should not have f^rmitted 
ourselves to become embroiled in a discussion of professiontdisui, 
irrespective of Avery Brundage.
What meagre modicum of sense can be seen in a set-up 
where our amateun most work to keep themselves, since any 
monies they receive make them professionals, yet in other coun­
tries the athletes are working 24 hours per day at their sport, 
and yet are still considered to be amateurs?
A much more realistic approach to the whole matter would 
be to require each athlete playing for each country to have one 
requirement only-proof of citizenship.
That way we’d be sure who’s actually whipping whom.
SO MUCH AT STAKE
The ridiculous part of the whole kerfuffle is the fact that 
we really have nothing at stake as far as we are personally con­
cerned, and yet we may have a lot more at stake in integrity 
and “face” than we even dream of.
These fellows who are using us as foils to further their own 
ends have received a million bucks worth of free propaganda 
from us, and we have received nothing but a few thousand head­
aches and a whole mess of controversy that never existed before.
While we don’t pretend by any stretch of the imagination to 
be political students, it seems to be most obvious that a system 
like theirs, which can only exist as the result of propaganda, 
would reaUy find it tough if it weren’t for marks like ourselves
Surely we are not so naive that we believe that the touring 
Russians are going to  take back any good stories about us to 
distribute to those little people whose nanow horizons dictate 
that they beli(ive much of what they hear? On the contrary, they 
have been furnished by ourselves with a host of editorial mater­
ial they can display, to show how disorganized, inept and inferior 
we capitalistic people are in the omduct of our own national 
game.
There was more at stake for them than just a hockey series.
GAME HAS ENDURED
Hockey has not deteriorated, contrary to all the erspe- 
hangers and slack-jawed critics, it is our conc^uct of the game 
that is floundering unhappily in the quagmire of disorder.
The game itself is still one of the fineŝ t spectator sports , in 
the world, demanding of its active.followers a keen mind, aound 
body, and tremendous spirit. Successful pursuit of the game 
demands that the athlete Uye like a monk, play like a Titan and 
endure like a Spartan.
, Brutality, cheating, sadism, dishonesty or any of the quali­
fies recently attributed to the sport are not more a part of the 
game than inefficient, ignorant administrators permit.
. The rules of. conduct as laid down by the CAHA for ama­
teur hockey players and by the professional administrators for 
the “play-for-play” athletes are clear-cut and forthright. Their 
biggest error is that they permit too-free interpretation at times.
' However, no youngster playing hockey under the rules, as 
laid dbwn and properly administered, is going to undergo any 
more physical hazard than his play-mate who is addicted to 
climbing trees—in fact, far less.
If players conduct themselves in a manner that is contrary 
to these rules, it is obvious he must feel the chance of punish­
ment is remote, and it is probable he has been led to believe his 
actions are permissible or desirable.
, Take any stick-swinging, profane and crafty perpetrator 
of the incidents that give the name a black eye, and in practically 
every instance he has been in his youth “one of the dirtiest little 
charaeters we ever saw." He started that way in his formative 
years and ju£t carried on, permitted by inept officials and slack 
acjministrhtors to continue to play the sport he constantly defiled.




BRISBANE ( AP)-A comeback 
victory by Herbie Flam aDd*a 
workmanlike straight-set sweep 
by veteran Vic Seixas sent the 
United States into a 2-0 lead ov^r 
Belgium tbday in the interzonc 
Davis Cup tennis finals.
The U.S. can clinch the round 
by winning Friday’s doubles 
event, making the final tw o  
singles mere formalities.
Flam, whose bouts of mental 
depression made his appearance 
on the court uncertain until the 
final moments, won a marathon 
from Belgium's Jackie Brichant 
&-3, 4-6, 1-6, 6-3, 6-3. Then Seixas, 
playing the 55th Davis Chip match 
of his career, smashed the classy 
Philippe Washer into quick sub­
mission 6-0, 6-3, 6-4.
Seixas and 44-ycar-old Gardnar 
MuUoy will face the seasoned 
team of Washer and Brichant in 
the doubles.
FLAM IN TAILSPIN
Flam won the first set and had 
a 4-1 lead in the second when his 
game went Into a mysterious col­
lapse while the Belgian cham­
pion gained in force and confi­
dence. The American lost 12 of 
the next 13 games and dropped 
service seven times in a row.
Said Flam after his comeback 
“I don’t know what happened to 
me. My mind went blank and my 
legs got rubbery. I was very 
tired but when I took a cold 
shower at the intermission I felt 
I could do it.”
Two hours before the match 
Flam was visited by a doctor 
and U.S. team captain BUI Tal­
bert was contemplating a rdquest 
that he be permitted to substitute 
MuUey.
The doctor gave Flam the okay 
and the 2-year-old player who 
bad been edgy; morose and un­
communicative, even with his 





Bjr THE CANADIAN; PEESS
- Westers Leaiae ' '
Winnipeg 6, EdmonUn 2,
New Westminster 4, tKctbrla 9.
AmctleaB Leagso 
Springfield 4, Her&hey 3. — . .  
()acbeo Leagve
Shawinganl FaUs 3. TYols P.V  
leres 2,
OUcoutiml $• Montreal 3.
iOHA-NOHA 
Chatham 4. Soo 3.
Ontario 8enl«r 
Whitby 8. Kingston 1.
IhtAmatioaal League 
(3ncinnatU 8, Fort Wayne 2.
Manitoba Innlor i 
Winnipeg Mooarchs 6, St. Boni­
face 2. . -
WHL
(Toast Division 
, * W L T F  A Pt 
New WesVr 16 12 0 94 90 32
Vancouver ' 14 9 0.84 57 29 
Seattle . 12 11 2*79 82 26
Victoria 7 17 1 77 104 15
Prairie Division 
Winnipeg 16 10 0 78 67 32
Edmonton 13 10 1 88 59 27
Sask-St. Paul ’12 13 0 70 84 24
Calgary 9 17 1 69 94 19
C age
Ken McKenzie, K a m l o o p s  
Chiefs’ owner, has come up with 
an answer to his defensive lack 
George Hunchuk, Moose Jaw 
veteran of many years in pro 
hockey.
Hunchuk, formerly with the 
Vancouver Canucks in the old 
Pacific co^st amateur league, has 
a ten-year record in pro hockey, 
and has been on the retired list 
for the past couple of years. In 
his day, the veteran rear guard 
was rated as one of the best, and 
should be a big help to the Chiefs,
McKenzie had been dickering 
with Kelowna for the services of 
A1 Pyett, 'cut from the Packers 
club last week due to lack of 
finances for carrying live rear 
guards. '
BIG PERFORMERS \
MANCHESTER, England (tP ) 
—experts from London Zoo were 
caUed on to give qdvice on, floor 
design for a new television studio 
here. Designers wanted to be 
sure the floor could hold a troupe 
of performing elephants.
TonighVs setdor “B" basket- 
baU clash between thq OUers and 
the Kamloops, Clothiers will be a 
crucial, with toe possi^ ty  of the 
Oilers moving Into sole posses­
sion of top spot U they win.
Game time for the senior “B” 
tut is 9:00 in Uie high school gym, 
with the Kamloops and Kclowa 
Senior "C” teams staging a  lea­
gue bout at 7:45, and the Kel­
owna Pee Wees versus Midgets 
opening the night’s ’card at 6:45.
The OUers game will be the 
start of a .four-day Odyssey for 
coach Hank Tostenson’s boys, 
who are scheduled to meet the 
(Turlew air force team in Wash­
ington on Friday night, the TraU 
Smoke Eaters the Smelter City 
on Saturday, and the Twlsp, 
Wash, senior "A” club in the 
U.S. cIDr on Sunday afternoon. 
KAMLOOPS STBENGTHENED 
* Recognizing'tonight’s game as 
important, Kamloops coach Jack 
McKinnon has called up two sen­
ior "C” players to add to his 
strength for the match, but wiU 
be relying largely on the per-
bro-forma nces of the Fowles’ 
thers and Buck BuchaUan.
The Oilers are tied now with 
the PenUcton Truckers tor top 
spot, with two wins and one loss 
apiece, and the Clothiers are one 
win behind. Should the Kamloops 
five do it tonight, they wiU move 
nto a three-way tie for top spot 
in the first half of the league 
schedule, otherwise Kelowna wUl 
be out In front of Penticton by 
one win. ■
Coach Tostenson h^s the strong­
est club ever, assembled in Kel­
owna in the past decade, the best 
since the pre-war days, when 
Kelowna was a name to be reck­
oned with in provincial basketbaU 
circles.
He wiU be depending to a large 
extent on his top scoring combin- 
aUbn of Bob Radios, BiU Martino 
anddhe Dean brothers, Qjuck and 
BIU. On the rear guard, Tosten­
son himself. Bud Englesby, Bruce 
Butcher and Pete Bulatovltch are 
the power.
Ron .Young, another addiUon 
this year, is also a potcnUal 
scoring threat, adding to the 
depth of the club that Hank lack­
ed last year In his search for B.C. 
honors.
The senior “C" dub has a lot
of famUiar faces to Kelowna 
basketbaU tons, and made a good 
showing in their first game of the 
seasoh against Revclstoke. To­
night’s game wiU be their second 
home game this season, the first 
in some years that Kelowa has 
had a senior "C" entry.
The midget and pee wee teams 
are part of the new minor lea* 
gue'set-up fostered in the city thli 
year udder the wing of the assoc- 
ation executive atrf head coach 
^ u c k  Dean. '
Admission price for th«  ̂three 
games is 50 cents per adult, 25 
cents per student
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
IHURS.. DEC. 12, 1957 THE DAILY COURIER




This sickness that is assailing the game throughout the 
country as the result of poor administrators is not confined to 
any league, locale or c lu W it is national iq its scope.
Ask any man who works with the youngsters, trying to in­
still in them the basics of sportsmanship, team spirit and a heal­
thy approach to thfe game, what his greatest problem it. Five will 
get you ten his answer will be that he has trouble with the
iyoungsters trying to emulate their elders, all too frequently in ess-than-admirabld conduct.
Ask tliat some man what he would like to see occur in the 
higher cchclpns of hockey, and the chanc<;s arc good lie would 
say he would like to see stricter adherence to the game’s rules, 
setting a better example for the youngsters to follow,
The way to do anyfiiing constructive about it is not to 
stand up and yap as so many of us do, but to lend a hand on 
whafever level we are capal^lo of.
The easiest place in the world' to start on the local .scene 
is tight in the OSHL, where the citizen-owners have 'complete 
power lit shape the course of the league. The action taken should 
Im firm, thoughtful—and immediate..
The'aim should bo instant and permanent introduction of 
compulsion to play the jgarho according to the rules. The punish­
ment for failing to do so should be meted out precisely as laid 
I down in the bemk.
The men to carry ’out the operation are sitting in the $c.ats 
every tinio the league caeculive meets..Their emissaries in the 
lied of (union Me the rtfoec i linesmen and team officials. Failure 
on Um 1 ^  oC Miy d t them to <x>mpiy should result in immediate 
flCfilMI* ■ ' '
t h e  m D c ltin e ty  is  f iic r c , i t ’s  ju s t ru s ty  fro m  la c k  o f  use.
' ' I ) ' I i «
The second period made the 
difference for Vernon’s junipr 
hockey club, a s . they out-scored 
the junior Packers 5-3 in the 
wide open 20 minutes and edged 
them 8-7 in the match.
Dennis Casey placed the locals 
before the scattering of home­
town hockey fans, notching a hat- 
trick in his effort to bring off the 
win, adding an assist on Wayne 
Horning's goal.
Bob Jablonski totalled three 
points for Kelowna on two goals, 
one assist.
Chuck Blumenauer and Ernie 
DoggemiUer paced the Vernon 
club, each picking up two goals, 
one assist.
On}y 12 nuhor penalites were 
issued in the game, most of them 
border-line calls occasioned by 
the eagerness of both clubs for 
the win. .
CLEAN HOCKEY 
The fans witnessed 60 minutes 
of flying, smooth-passing,’ clean 
hockey between the two club^, 
Wayne Horning put the Kelowna 
club on the score sheet at 8:35 
and it was 18:50 before Blumqn- 
auer knotted the score at 1-1.
Casey put Kelowna ahead again 
at 1:35 of the second, apd Walls 
stretched the lead to 3-1, Blumen 
auer came through with his sec­
ond In the fourth minute of the 
frame, and Carswell ddded an­
other within seconds, knotting the 
score for the second time.
Barr puf Vernon one up at 11:18 
and seconds later Jablonski knot­
ted the score for t^e third time 
in the thrilling encounter. Vernon 
went to town then, Kowel and 
Strother both counting to put 
them ahead 6-4 going into the last 
lap.
A double goal effort by Casey 
gave the Packers their fourth 
time abreast of the Vernon club, 
and* Jablonski set them in the 
lead for the second time in the 
game, at 14:55.
DoggemiUer took over thoni 
and rifled in two unassisted goals 
>vhllo the locals were one man 
short, and the northern club held 
on grjmly for three minutes, to 




The Packers will be shy, the 
services of defence,man Ory 
LaveU for the next three weeks; 
whRe the splinter-built rear 
guard rides out an attack of 
pleurisy. Andy McCallum, his 
mate, is suffering a badly bruis- 
foot earned in the last encount­
er with Vernon, and most of the 
chores will faU to Pat Coburn 
and Harry Smith, with Buddy 
Laidler helping out Friday and 
Saturday,
Kelowna midgets will go into 
their fifth league game tonight in 
Memorial Arena against Pentic­
ton with an undefeated record, 
game time 8 p.m.
Last night the club, under 
coach A1 Laface, beat Summer- 
land in the southern arena, by a 
score of 64, the closest any team 
qas come to them this season.
Wayne Horning paced the Pac­
ker midgets, witii a two-goal ef­
fort and Bob Gruber was top 
Int man with one goal and two 
assists. Evans, Kitsch, a n d  
Thomas aU added singletion.
Parker and Gillard carried the 
game for the Sulnmerland club, 
figuring in every goal. Parker 
had a two and one record and 
Gillard had a one and two total, 
with Rennie scoring the odd 
goal.
Kitsch opened the scoring for 
Kelowna at the 2:35 mark, on 
helper from Ralph Kirschner and 
Evans added another at 8:35, 
with Tom Hamanishi getting the 
assist’. Homing from Gruber clos­
ed the scoring in the frame, and 
put the locals ahead 3-0 going in­
to the second frame.
Parker and. Gillard started 
working in the second frame.
with Parker opening tiie Summer- 
land scoring at 7:35. Horning re- 
pUed once at 10:00, and Parker 
added another a minute later, 
with Gillard finishing off the per­
iod scoring at 4-3 for Kelowna 
Rennie tied things up with his 
goal at 7:45 in the third frame 
but Gruber put the Packers ahead 
at 12:30, and Thomas added the 
insurance marker at 17:14, nip­
ping the Summerland surge in 
the bud.
FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON
•s SP O R TS W EA R  
and C LO TH IN G
SLACKS —  Plain worsteds, flannels, 
whipcords, fancy tweeds.. 13.95 to 29.50
SPORTCOATS — Nayy Blazers, Fancy 
Tweeds, Two button, single breasted 
models.
25.00, 29.50, 32.50, 35.00, 39.50
TOPCOATS —  Naval Gabardines, Har-  ̂





We have lined up:
J  .— best dancebandinthe valley —
JOE KONN and HIS R^TTHM KINGS
—  best food
—  best crowd
~  best decorations-^ ' ̂  ,
It’s the Kelowna Baseball Association New Year’s Dance 
at the Legion Hall.
Get your ticket and table reservation with yonr crowd now at 
TV CENTRE AND APPLIANCES, 441 Bernard 
LAST DAY OF TICKET SALES DEC. 21
Philly Unloads 
Head Mentor
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Phil 
odclphln Eagles will 'unload hca î 
coach Hugh Dovorc at the end 
of this National Football LcaRue 
season, it,was learned Tuesday.
A reliable source sold Devore 
would bo paid off for the final 
year of hl.s three-year contract.
Dovorc, former Notre Dame 
Star and coach, said "Thefo has 
been no intimation by nnyono in 
the front office of an impending 
change. I do not intend to resign 
I never have considered Blich 
move.”
Devore was signed to a U»ree 
year contract in January, 1956, 
after Jim Trimble, now coach of 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats of Canada’s 
nig Four league, was dlsmls.scd 
as head coach. Laist season. De- 
voTv’a first at U»e helm, tho 
Engles won three games, lost 
eight, tied one and finished Inst 
in the NFL't( Eastern conference 
'I his year, with one more game 
to play. Philadelphia has won 
four and lost seven.
HOAAE
MOVIES
finest family f f f t  o f them all




Regular movies, telephoto shots, wide-angle views
Now — big-time movie efTecIs with a (urrefAnocfel movie cam­
era Ihat'i a t simple to uie a t  a  Brownie inapthoolerl Just click 
life turret for Ihe view you want, set thefeni according to the 
expert'recommendation of Ihe built-in exposure guide , . .  and 
then Just aim and shoot. Fast f/1.9 lens performance . . .  uses 
iriexpensive full-color 8mm Kodaebrome Film.
Contfilafely Iansaqulppod!
Othfr Models o( Brownie Movie Cameras $34.95 up
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Junior-Age Rookies 
NHL Contenders
Br IH S  CANADIAN rUSBS
Vlhea Toronto Maple l«a(a and 
Chicago Black Hawki finlihed 
out of the National Jtockey 
League playoffs last seasm. it 
was obvious new talent was 
needed.
Both teanu came up with new 
face's. How much difference it 
will have on their standing stW 
has to be seen. Toronto is mw in 
fourth place and Chicago Is tied 
for fifth.
But the changes did produce 
two of the leading contenders fw 
rookiemf-the-ycar honors. Frank 
Mahovlich of Toronto'and Bobby 
Hull of Chicago arc most promi­
nent among the newcomers as 
the league nears the midway 
point on the schedule and with it 
halfway balloting for the .Calder 
Trophy,
S r a L  JUNIOR AGE.
Both players are .still of junior 
age. Mahovlich is 19 and HhU, 18, 
is the youngest player in the 
league and the youngest ever to 
wear a Black Hawk uniform.
Both started slowly and both 
started as centres. Mahovlich baa 
switched to left wing, the posi­
tion he played last season for St. 
Michael’s Majors of the Ontario 
Hockey Association Junior A ser­
ies when he was named the 
league’s most valuable player.
The stint at centre was. Leaf 
coach BtUy Reay now admits, an 
exp^m ent that turned sour. But 
for 18 games Reay insisted Mah' 
ovlich could make good as i 
centre. During that stretch the 
six-foot, two-inch player scored 
only three goals.
t^ e n  Mahovlich returned to 
left wing, he loosened up and has 
scored five goals in six games 
TEEPEE GRADUATE 
Hull, who graduated from St. 
Catharines Teepees, has scored 
four goals and seven assists in 
23 ganles. He had been counted
on Strongly bgr the Teepe« 
Hawks found themselves luidly 
in need of a .centre when some 
other highly-touted prospects beg­
ged down.
S t Catharines coach Rudy 
Polous said, “we lost half 
team when we tests Hull. He bad 
two more years of junior and we 
were counting on him to take us 
ail the way. He’s that good.’’
There is competition in the 
rookie race. Marcel Faille, goalie 
for New York Rangers, baa a 
2.28 xoals-agahut average but 
has slumped considerably since 
first dispiafting . Lome (Gtunp) 
Worsiey.
Chicago and Toronto t x t  idle
tpnlght as the league resumes ac­
tion after a thrCe-day' layoff.
Rangers move into Montreal 
ad>cre they’ll try to cut the seven- 
potot margin between themselves 
and the league - leading Cana- 
dieQs:J,.Thtrd-plhce Boston Bruins 
are at Detroit against the fifth- 
p l ^  Red.Whjgs.
B.C. Lions GM 
To Suggest New 
Shrine Date
VANCOUVER iCP) — British 
Columbia Uotis wUl suggest at 
the Canadian Football CouncU’s 
annual ibCeting in Winnipeg In 
January that the Shrine east-west 
all-star gome be p lay^  at the 
midway point of the WIFU and 
Big Four iseasons.
Despite rumors that next year’s 
game will be played in July or 
August to escape the aquatic con­
ditions that have plagued the
Shrine’a three December games., 
Lions manager H ob Capozzii 
favors the mid-season date.
“I think it has fewer disadvan­
ta g e  insofar as the tclute are 
concerned than a pre-season 
gathc.’’ he said. “ It wjll certain­
ly be discussed at the CFC meet 
tag.”
INSTALL RESCUE GEAR
LONDON (Reuters) — Euilt in 
breathtag equipment to keep 
crews of s u n k e n  submarines 
alive during rescue operations is 
being fitted in most British craft, 
the Admiralty announced Tues­
day night. 'The equipment had 
been suuccessful in tests and was 





TAMPA. Fla. (AP) —Yvon Du* 
relle. wjho wants a shot at Archie 
Moore's U|tat heavyweight crown, 
will have’to show more than he 
did'agatasta Jerry Luedee Wed­
nesday night to be a threat to the 
old champ. ' '
The New Brunswick fisherman, 
now ranked No. 3 .>m<»Mi - the 
chs^engers by the National Box­
ing Association, punned out a 
convincing victory over the will'
.'tag ymmgster from.New Haven, 
Conn. ' . ' I
But DurcUe was far from 
championsMp calibre in winning 
a  unanimous 10 • round decision 
over Luedee.; .
' Durelle «cdnnccted , repeatedly 
with solid smashes -ip the head 
and body without ever having the 
imranked Luedee in real trouble, 
Luedee kept wading in. throwing 
punches from all angles, hut few 
of them landed cleanly. ; • i
Durelle was much the stronger! 
of the'two ana kept control of tae 
action* all the way. Luedee came 
in at 172, Durelle 174?i, ' .  ’
The fight was put on for the 
benefit of the Babe Z;aharias Me­
morial Cancer Fund.
MEAL COMFORT
Health experts say that older 
people may find a hot drink be­
fore a meal, aids digestion.
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(CP) — p)in-ta-the-slot television 
has been installed in a coffee bar 
here. I^p rie to r L. Taylor says: 
“Most young people like watch­
ing TV but they don’t like staying 
home. I'm  providing a com­
promise.”
Auto Body Repairing 
and Painting
■ «
•  Fnlly-tralned Personnel
•  Modern Eqtdpment
•  Large Premises
•  Gniranteed Satisfaction
D. KERR'AUTO BODY SHOP
1110 St. Fan! St. Phone 2300 
One block north of CN Statioh 
Night Phone 2465
From Scotland
every precious drop . . .
! .  > L  V, - • , »  I
/  X
SCOTCH W H ISKY
B U C H A N A N ’S
Diotilied, blended and bottled in Scotland
A v a lla b U  In  26W  o z ., an d  1314 o z . b o ttla i
B-7S
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
is' - T'V,
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You can have a jJprer, fuller, outdoor life with a real 
future , . .  in the Canadian Army.
If you want a steady job. . ,  a career with a future,.  
and can meet the high standards set by the Canadian 
Army, there it a world of opportunities open to you. 
Here is a challenging career..  one with a purpose. . .  
good companions . .  .'opportunities for advancement 
and adventure. . .  good pay..
The yeora ivAeit you are young ore 
TUB greatest years of YOVR IIFE
Make the most of them aa a proud member of tho 
Canadian Army,
GET THE FA^S rOR YOVRSEtF TOÎ AY
Phone, or send this coupon to; \
AKMY RKCUUITING STA HO':
NATIONAL HDJEL — VERNON, B.C 
^ Telcpliooet 2600 or 4057
• HIIB «MI| «• W ts «»li M m «tg «IB (B .>«■ «i«iuia4'iiir sBm(*iMB(HMHipi(w«iii«a
Phmtt me, ultknu$ tthUgirtUm, d e ts ift ra rec r J
iMhIlici In ika Cenadfen vlrmy. X 1 *
. . . . . . . . .  .
.................
WE CARRY A COMPLETE SE lEaiO N  
OF CHRISTMAS NUTS, CANDIES 
AND GIFT TIN BISCUITS
Candies for Christmas
Beautiful m ix of old fashioned
CANDY in Bulk ib.
CHRISTMAS
BRILLANTE MIX ib.
MARGARINE T  for 8 9 c
1 ib. carton      ^  ^
SCOTKIN
DINNER NAPKINS 3 l t
Pkg. o f so ’s ............     Ab F  ■  m
TOMATO JUICE Libby’s, 48 oz. tin    35c
GRAPE JUICE Welch’s, 16 oz. bottle ...............  . 28c
INSTANT PUDDING Royal, 7 flavors , p k g '...... 3 for 33c
JELLY DESSERT Jcllo, All Flavors, pkg. ...... 6 lor 59c
IGA Specials
IGA, Royal Gupst, 1 lb. bag
IGA, Cream Style, O  0  V r  
15 oz. tin ................... ^  for A # C
COFFEE 
CORN
SALAD DRESSINGiar 35c 
CANNED H A M .  1.69 
ORANGE JUICE'S';, u„ 
GRAPEFRUIT 
BLENDED JUICE un 35c
NABOB
TEA BAGS 60 a 81c ns, 1.55
APPLE JUICE 29c
PURElARD ia A .ib .p l.,...______ 22c
CAPRI w a f e r s  Weston’, ,  S'OX. p k , .1 9 c
IGA Tablerite Qualify Meats
CHRISTMAS
G I F T S
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
FR O M  Y O U R  
N E IG H B O U R H O O D  
^  FO O D  S TO R E





FRYING CHICKEN r *  “Extra Leg or Breast in each package
Fresh Produce
.  lb. 59c 
3 lbs. 1.00 
. Ib. 59c 
.... Ib. 59c
G IA N T
PAJ D O U
 ̂w i t h  7 9 ^  In C a a h  
R e g i s t e r  S l lp s I
J U M B O
PA N D A  BEAR
...........
CRANBERRIES
CARROTS Crisp and hresh,
New Pack,
Box .̂.;.......
2 Ib. cello, each
NETTED GEMS nnu.
JAPANESE ORANGES... . 1.55 Bundle ..
W i^  79;® ®  In Cash 
Regieter Slipel
I i ' > ' ' cwybi ■ f
Order Your l,G .A, 
Table-Rite Turkey
N O W





SUPER ; 0 0 ®
2 7 2 8  ^ENDOZiSTREET
KBEOW NA, B.C.
Prices cffcclive Hiursday, Friday, Saturday, 
I December 12, 1.1 and 14.
' ' I -
..........r • *
.'t 'I
I I i ' ,t
* . . . .  
SpeGially-Written 
AAi/sic Sought For
A proposal that a concert by a 
m a s ^  cboir, conducted by><me 
of. the festiv^ adjudicators, be 
a  part of the 1958 Festival,, was 
put forward at a well-attended 
rnctOig of Valley representatives 
of the Okanagait, Valley Muiic 
FesUveti held at the home.of Mr. 
and Mrs. R. T. Graham in Ke­
lowna. Penticton and -Vernon,' as 
well as Kelowna, were represent­
ed. f - ' ,
While plans arc not yet finally 
s c tt l^ , . it is hoped that choirs 
from all parts of the valley m^y 
Join together for a concert at the 
com*»'‘.sncement of the Festival, 
as a part of the valley Centen­
nial celebration.
The committee hopes that mus-
m i ^  well be in the nature of a 
Thanksgiving Anthem.
Wherever this project has been 
mentiraed it has met, with en­
thusiasm, and the conunittee 
feels c(»itident that as soon as 
plans are definite, all choirs in 
the valley—church choirs, as well 
as other chdral groups and indi­
viduals interested in choral work 
—win coK)perate to make this an 
outftandihg event.
Attending*  ̂ the meeting were 
Mr. Wells. Mrs. Gorman and Mr. 
Beaton from Vernon; Mrs. .Gra­
ham, Mrs. E. Jensen and Mrs.
G. D. Imrie, from Kelowna, and 
from Penticton, Mr. and Mrs.
H. Cleland, A. Walton, Mrs. E. M. 
McNeill, Miss Bonnie Dafoe, Mr.
Annual Vesper 
And Candlelight ' 
Service Sunday
First United CGIT are holding 
their annual vesper and candle­
lighting service next Sumlay. 
December 15, at l:S0 p.m., when 
girls of the hlission Road Uititcd 
also wUl be in attendance.
A warm welcome to attend this 
service is extended to all.
Community Hall Association 
Plans Annual New Year's Dance.
Ic written especially for the oc-|and Mrs. R. B. Cox, Mrs. F. J. 
casion may be obtained—which Pryce and Mrs. W.Vanderbiurg.
LIGHT A CANDLE FOR CHRISTMAS
Candles for Christmas! Can­
dles of all sorts and sizes, tall 
ones and short ones, bulging 
ones and slender ones, all jpade 
by members of the Shrine La­
dies’ Auxiliary of Kelowna, pro­
ceeds from which will go to the 
Crippled Children's Hospital at 
Winnipeg. /
Above auxiliary > president, 
Mrs. H. A, Truswell, and secre­
tary Mrs. J. N. Kelly, arrang­
ing these dozens of candles 
which will be on sale Saturday 
at 2:30 p.m. at Warren’s Paint 
Supply. And when you light 
yours during the holiday sea­
son, you'll have the satisfaction 
of knowing that you’re also 
shedding light in tiie lives of| 
handicapped little ones.
Also shown are knitted baby- 
ouifits donated by'Shrine mem­
bers, which will be boxed and 
sent to Winnipeg for the crip­
pled little ones at the hospital.
MB. AND MRS. THEODORE KN ORR —Pope’s Studio Photo
NEWLYWEDS TO RESIDE HERE
GLENMORE — In the Church 
of the Immaculate Conception nu­
ptial high mass was celebrated 
by the Rt. Rev. Monsignor Me-
Kelowna 
Married Quietly
The marriage df\M r. Henroy 
"Roy" Terence Reeve and Mrs. 
Helen Qara Nygaard, both of 
Kelowna, took place Saturday, 
December 7, at the bride's resi­
dence, 528 Birch Avenue.
Attendants*^ were Mrs. J. E. 
Greenaway, sister of the bride, 
and Mr. Walter W. K. ]^w n , of 
Vernon. Mrs. S. Gretsinger play­
ed the wedding march, and Mr. 
hlrnest Burnett sang during the 
signing of the register.. A toast to' 
toe bride _was propo$ed by Mr, 
Adam Franz, of Kelowna. ,
Rev. D. M. Perley officiate at 
the ceremony, and fimong those 
present frOih, oubof-tdwn was 
Mrs. T. Reeve, of l^lmon Arm, 
mother of the groom.
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Mrs. R. C. Palmer Is Re-Elected 
^President Of Women's Institute
Kenzie for Janet Rose Selzler 
and Theodore Knorr at a late 
November wedding.





Seo our complete stock of
CAPES-STOLES-JACKETS 
and FULL LENGTH COATS
W e give top  value on trade-ins.
W e give Budget Terms,
W e give money-back .  
guarantee on a ll 
garm ents sold.
Make this a Christmas shell 
I never forgcU
GEM TAIUXS, OEANERS 
anil FURMERS tlD .
ItliRNARD AVF.
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Selzler. of 
Glenmore, and the groom the son 
of Mr. and Mrs-' John Knorr, of 
Kelowna.
For the ceremony the bride 
chose a pure wUte floor-length 
fully-crinolined gown with a lace 
fitted bodice styled with Ji^-point 
sleeves, and tiered tulle skirt over 
layers of net. and satin. Her fin­
ger-tip veil fell from a crown of 
seed pearls. Wearing pearls and 
earrings, a gift of toe groom, she 
carried a cascading bouquet of 
deep red roses. ‘
Miss Beverly Selzler, sister of 
the bride, was maid of honor, and 
bridesmaid wais Miss Jennie 
Knorr, sister of the groom. Their 
identical ballerina-length gowns 
were of blue taffeta with insets of 
lace. Their accessories were 
white and they carried bouquets 
of pink ’mums.
The little flower girls, Sheila 
Weisbeck and Susan Leverrier, 
wore identical dresses of sheer 
pink nylon over taffeta. They car­
ried . bouquets of tinted blue 
mums. »
Groomsman was Donald Knorr, 
brother of the groom, and the 
groom’s attendant was Bill Wos- 
tradowski. Ushers were John 
Weisbeck, uncle of the bride, and 
Jack Knorr, brother of the 
groom.
For her daughter’s wedding 
Mrs. Selzler chose" a dress of 
grey-blue lace over taffeta in the 
same color, with which she wore 
pink accessories. Her coijsage 
was of pink carnations. Mrs. 
Knorr, mother of the groom wore 
a midnight blue dress with white 
accessories, an! her corsage was 
of white carnations.
Mrs. Rita Bach was the organ­
ist and soloist Mrs. Mary Gre­
gory sdng“ Ave Maria” during 
the signing of the register, and 
“0  Beautiful Mother" and “ 0  
Lord I Am Not W( 
the ceremony.
The East Kelowna hall was the 
setting for a sit-down supper for 
250 guests. The bridal party was 
seated at a beautifully appointed 
head table in the centre of which 
was the heart-shaped four-tiered 
wedding cake, made , by toe 
bride’s mother.. MonsIgnor Me 
Keinzie proposed' the toast to the 
bride, to which toe groom respon­
ded..
Mr, Donald Knorr, proa(K>sed the 
toast to the bridesmaids and 
Father McCarthy and Mr. Dave 
Chapman spoke to the assembled 
guests. Master of Ceremonies for 
tlic occasion was the tincle of the 
bride, Mr. T. Selzler vof Quesnel.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. T. 
Selzler and his daughter Dianne, 
of Quesnel and Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Lesn^cistcr. of Lqmby.
The bride's going away outfit 
was a, red wool dresfl over which 
she wore o black coat. Her acces 
rories were white and her cor­
sage was of white carnations. 
They left by car for Seattle, 
Washington, for their wedding 
trip and will reside In Kelowna 
upon their return,
Mrs. R. C. Palmer was re-elect­
ed president of Kelowna Women’s 
Institute at its annual meeting 
held last week. Mrs. R. Knox was 
chosen first vice-president.
Officers elected to fill other 
vacancies are: secretary, Mrs, F. 
S. Williams; treasurer, Mrs. H. 
Hewlett. Standing committee con­
veners are: agriculture) Miss 
Corinne Matheson; home econo­
mics, Mrs. Bert Charters; citi­
zenship, Mrs. J. Andrews; cul­
tural activities, Mrs. C. Nicol; 
social service, Mrs. P. Humph­
reys; UN and International Ex­
change, Mrs. Wm. Jackson; visit­
ing, Mrs. E. Murdin. and visitor 
to the Uoyd-Jones Home, Mrs. 
A. Harvie.
Among the other business con 
ducted was the decision to send 
$50 again tills year to toe Insti­
tute’s ..adopted girl in Australia, 
and Mrs. Humphreys reported 
that all gifts given at the Novem­
ber meeting had been forwarded 
to the mental home at Essondale.
Fish Demonstration 
W inners To Phone
OKANAGAN kllSSION — The 
executive of t^e community baU 
association held « meeting re­
cently. President Geoff Sarsons 
ire s id ^ . Representing the UM3o* 
:-Go club was president Mrs. Lois 
TaU and Mrs. Verna Coe repre- 
;:cnting the Badminton Qub.
Plans were finalized for the 
New Year’s Eve dance being held 
at the hall. Wilderman’s  orches­
tra will provide the music. The 
Lsdies^ Auxiliary will cater for 
toe midnight supper.
Those vmhlng tickets should 
contact toe secretary, Kay Davis. 
A work bee has been planned for 
Sunday, Dec. IS, starting at 10 
a.m. at the hall and will continue 
all day. Everyone is urged to 
turn up and help, cleap the halL 
Next executive meeting will be 
held on Jan. 13 at 8 p.m.
The ladies of the U-Go-I-Go club 
held a social meeting at the home 
of Mrs. Ann Ivens recently. A 
new member, Mrs. Anna Holly, 
Joined and was welcomed by toe 
foembers. The raffle donate  by 
Mrs. P. Edwards was won by the 
hostess. It was again decided to 
give Mrs. Nason a $25.00 credit 
at a .store of her choice to buy 
needed clothing for her . four 
little girls. Evpry Christmas the 
club helps Mto. Nanson 'with 
hampers and a money order as 
one of their special projects. The 
club’s Christmas party, for mem­
bers only will be held at the home 
of Mrs. Edna Hughes on Monday 
night Dec. 16 at 8 p.m, Refresh- 
Winners of the large salmon at! ments were served by the hostess 
the recent fish cookery deirton- assisted by Mrs. Helen Blacke 
stiration are asked to contact Mr. and Mrs. Judy Armstrong. 
Gordon Herbert, phone 3874, in The Jumor Red Cross held a tea 
order that details of delivery may at the school recently, which was 
be arranged. I quite successful,' winner of the
fruit cake made and decorated by 
Mrs. aarenco Harris was toe 
Wignalls.
The annual Christmas concert 
will be held at the Community 
HaU on aSiursday. Dec, 19. School 
children will be taking part dir­
ected St, Andrew’s Guild. Boy 
Scouts. Cubs, Girl Guides and 
Brownies are also taking pari. 
Santa Claus will be on hand to 
give every little boy and girl a 
bag of candy.
STEADY COUPLES.
CHATHAM, Ont. (CP)—When 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Pinsonncault 
celebrated their 50th wedding an­
niversary here, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ronald Plossnat marked their 
26th anniversary. The two wives 
are sisters.
NO TICE
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For an;̂  irregularity iii the 





Before 7:00 p.m. of
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A layette and other articles of 
clothing will be forwarded by toe 
W.I. to the Unitarian service. As 
her part of the program citizen­
ship convener Mrs. Andrews read 
a timely paper entitled. "If I 
were Government . . . ” '
This editorial pointed but the 
myriad services given by civic, 
provincial and federal govern­
ment, and asked what the citi­
zen did for it. Mrs. Andrews, in 
giving her paper, urged Institute 
women to get out and vote at to­
day’s civic election.
Committee conveners and toe 
treasurer gave a report of the 
past year’s work, which revealed 
many community activities in 
which thq local institute takes 
part.
The December meeting being in 
the Christmas t h e m e ,  Mrs. 
Charters presented each member 
with, a Christmas corsage, and 
table decorations by Mrs. R. 






Bought with YOUR Choice in Mind.
If you doubt —  see for yourself and we feel 
sure you^ agree we have what you want.
Table Lamps -  Boudoir
Pin-Ups -  Tw ilites
All at varying prices.
See also our fine display of copperware, 
glassware and cUna.
FLASH — OUR GIFT FOR YOU
20% Off Twili^t, Table and Boudoir Lamps and 
all China.
And if it’s a bargain for the kitchen . • 
in Kelowna today.
A General Electric F lr ;^  Pan. Only
here’s the best
^  18.95
M O D E R N  APPLIANCES
AND ELECTRIC LTD.
1607PENDOZIST. PHONE 2430
ARE FEATURING SPECIALS EVERY DAY  ̂
UNTIL CHRISTMAS TO SAVE YOUR MONEY 
ON YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.
SPECI AL CLEARANCE OF MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Well known makes like Forsyth, etc:
Forsyth Man About Town Shirt.
Regular 6.95. Christmas special .— „—^
Forsyth. Regular 5-00
Christmas special ________ ____—— -----






B.V.D., Bluestone, etc. Christmas 
special_____ _____ 2.95, 3.95, 4.95
BOYS' DEPARTMENT
Boy’s Washable Quilted-Lined 
Jackets. Regular 15.95- 
Christmas special ---- .....----- 10.95
Boy’s Buckskin Lined Jackets, with 
fringe trim. Regular 9.95.
Christmas special -------------- 7.95
CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT
Girl’s Snow Suit with libod. Regu­
lar 10-50, Christmas special 7.^5 
Boy’s or Girl’s Suede Frontier . 
Jackets—  Regular 10:50.
Christmas special___ 1..___ 8.95
Regular 9.95.
Christmas special ____—. 7,95
Regular 7.50.
Christmas special  __ ---------- 5.95
Boy’s Donegal Tweed Coats. Regu­
lar 12.95. Christmas special „.. 9*95 
Girl’s Tartan Blouses. Sizes 4-14. 
Regular 2.89.
Christmas special---------------2.49
See our sole table of odd lines — clearing a t 
reduced prices!
See our side Tots to Teens window for Christmas
gift suggestions!
BLANKET SPECIAL
Ideal for Christmas Presents 
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EVERY W OM AN APPRECIATES A GIFT OF 
SOMETHING TO WEAR
Here to help you choose are the v e r y  gifts she’ll love.




special . . « 
Wool . . , English Imported. 
Ijinsca Cardigans —  M.95
Lansea Long Sleeve Pullovers 10.W 
Lansea Short Sleeve PuUovcra 8.95
Just arrivcfl. . .
A new ahlnmcnt of Tartan 81|m 
Jims. All Wool-Worsted pnd hand 
blocked miniature tartans . . .  13.95
It yan’re bmrtng ter Her . . .  No 
able proMema Mre when ymi atcal 
her affeetlena with a Stole. In 
cHber Weel«# • Silk , . .  er Lmrex.
Helen Harper original Jeweled Car­
digans made of wonderful -Orion 
which Is as I soft as Cashmere, 
washes like a  ^rcam. dries In a 
flash ......................................10.95
Or perhaps a jowellril Orion Pull­
over . . ,  white or black.........9.95
Make this a Nylon ChristmM 
Here as Heathers we have “t^uxito’'* 
slips by Kayier to delight the Lady 




N jrlo n a . 81-IS  evening
LOVELY DRESSING 
GOWNS
In quilted rayon or satin, 
black with gold, or pink with 
fold, also aqua. Fully lined 
with contrasting colors 16.95 
ploln colors, only —  13.50 
Also see our Darclla dress­
ing gowns in assorted 
plaids , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14.95
Get her a palr-of our TV 
Lounging ' Pyjamas, man- 
dcrln color, quilted top and 
black satin pants. Blue, red'
and rose — .......... .11.05
Get Mother a now house 
dress for Christmas morn­
ing. Sizes from 12 to 52.
Prices - 2.98, 3.98, 4.08 
Also in stock, larger sizes In 
better dresses, 26V4, 28V4,
S0%, 32Mi 14.95 <
Chenille Dustors and Ifonseeoato. ,
in 'all colors - ....................... 5.95, 7.95, 9.95
DedJaok^bto, in pink and blue .........3.95 up
Satin Dnstor Coato, In black! red
rose, b lu e , . . . ....... ...................—
Also In Nylon ............ — -.....................7.75
Corduroy . . . . . .  7.95 Cotton .........4.98
Bkirto In % aliea by James Chambers, 
from 18*/4 to 24V4. Priced at only . . . .  7,9$ fl
sola ahd toe 
..-.1 .89
Orient Lan-O-Lux 
sheer. Per pair ..
Whisper Nylons. 51-15; egtra long length up 
to size 1114, Per, pair ........................ 1.38
Burmll Cameo Btretoh Nylons. Daytime 
aheer.' Per pair 1,25.
CellloelU Lilia Hose. Heel, 
nylpn reinforced. Per. pair ..
Chatelaine Seomleiia Ifote. In gift package. 
Dress aheer; 409 needlp. 2 pair for . .  2.70
Orient 18 gauge Nylons. Dream aheer.
Per  ̂ pair 1.78,
Whisper Service Weight Nylens, 4530.
Pê r pair; 1.35
Orient Peimy Baser Nylou.
' 51-15 '.....................  .. . . . . . . .8 9 a
60 gouge ...........  99o
FUM ERTON f f
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\ MERRIEST CHRISTMAS EVER
^  Ki(«ietcic««ieicm<(HC«iKic««iK«iK<cecw(«iK«tctMiMwirMicictewix<c«ic««««e<e'ciciixi«M«
I  I  ' FESTIVE ITEMS
I  [ TABLE CLOTHS Christmas, each ....................... ...........  ....... . 35c
I  i GIFT WRAP 20 inches wide, 600 inches long, ro ll....— ..........79c
I f CHRISTMAS CRACKERS F r o .....  49c.o 179
.. V . ....2 k
-W- 1»  ■ » •» — •  -  —  —  -WDDM £T - ’ Q '   -------------------------------------
 ̂MIXED NUTS Fancy Quality, in shell, 2 lb. cello 1...., 83c
43c
..............41c I
Only foods o f the fines t can q u a lify  fo r  the m ost im portan t m eal'of the  entire  year -  CHRISTMAS DINNER. When you shop 
fo r your FESTIVE FOODS a t SUPER-VALU you can do so w ith  assurance th a t you are buying the  ve ry  f in e s t . . .  -
A t SUPER-VALU YOU CAN BE SURE .NOT ONLY. OF QUALITY, b u t va rie ty , too ! In our com plete selection yo u 'll f in d  <t3i'  
a ll the  tra d itio n a l FESTIVE FAVORITES, from  ta s ty  appetizers to  delectable desserts. ' 0
1 1  SERVIETTES Christmas, pkg.
.MIX
I WALNUTS y Quality, in shell, 1 lb pkg.
I  j B R i ^ l L S  Fancy Quality, in shell, 1 lb. pkg.
I PLUM PUDDINGS se & Blackwells, 2 lb. tin — .... 99c
59c 
59c
M in c e m e a t Nabob Pure, Finest Quality, 2 4  oz. jar .  .  .  .  .
Ocean Spray, 
Whole or Jellied,
1 5 o z . t i n . tin s
I  [ SALTED NUTS Party Mix, 12 oz. cello
l  I  STILTON CHEESE K«f. 8 0 .^
I  TREAT OF THE WEEK
I CINNAMON
Delicious when toasted -  .  .  .  .  .  loaf
F o il W r a p / •
JR E S H  HOT BREAD
From bake ovens lo you. On sale at 4:30 p.m. 
lilon., Tues.j Thurs., F ri ------- ------;..........................  LOAF
WEEKLY "SPOTLIGHT FEATURE
FOIL WRAP
0 Reynold's, 1 2 ''w idth roll .  -  -  -  -  -  -
EGG NOG Shannon’s Old Fashioned, q u a rt............
TOM AND JERRY BATTER u„gu, iar
GINGER ALE Canada Dry, plus rdeposit, q uart.....
FRUIT CAKE McGavin’s, “Hostess”, each .........
CHEEZ WHIZKraf.l6 0. j a , ^ „ .  -  
SMOKED OYSTERS $ca Hall, y ,'s  Un ... .....
SARDINES King Oscar, Imported, .............
SHRIMP Clovcrleaf, Cocktail Size;'5 oz. tin ........
CRABMEAT Clovcrleaf, y i's , tin ................. ............
Stuart House, Large Size, 18‘inch w idth roll .  -  .  .  .
CHRISTMAS TURKEYS
Plump, tas ty , gra in-fed b irds are o ffe red  a t Super-Valu.
I Guaranteed to  please. For best selection order early, j 
I A ll birds. w il l  be at the low est m arke t price.
FROZEN FOODS «
STRAWBERRIES Dclnor, Fancy, pkg........... . 2 tpr 59c
ICE CREAM All Brands, q u a rt............. ........ ............ . .........49c
GREEN PEAS 'Delnor Fancy, 12 oz. pkg. ...................2 for 31c i
................................39c




e s m a a r
O ra n g e s
MEAT PIES Dale s, each
I B o x .
Two 
Doxes .
firm ,R e d ;
Berries .  -  .  .  lb.
Government Inspected,
Fully Prepared,
tirade "A " . .  .  lb.
Choice Veal, W ell- 
trim m ed .  lb
G ra d e " A "  . . . . .  lb.
Bled Ripe, Full 14  oz. tu b e s . Blade RdasI G ra d e "A " Beef lb.
Firm Dry 
Cookers
lmpo|rtc'd, Snowy White Heads,
Cello W rapped' .  each
lb. cello
^  Fancy dried fruits-^fresh dat^sL-cluster raisins-^whiteand black figs
PRICES EFFECTIVE FRI., SAT., M O N j, 
:  DEC. 1 3 th , 14th , 16th
Is
The Best to  You 
fo r Christmas
STORE HOURS
, ; ■ Open till 9 :0 0  p.m . Fridays fo r your 
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Moroccan nationalist troops 
encircle the Spanish military 
post of Touirza which is garris­
oned by 40 officers and men 
In the Ifni war zone. Morroc-
MOROCCANS, SPANIARDS IN  BATTLE ^
had expressed their solidarlly 
with Morocco 90 the Ifnt qiies-
can sources said that only Sidi 
Ifni was left to’ the Spaniards 
in Ifni. In the meantime in 
Rabat. Crown Prince Moulay 
Hassan told the Mproccan peo­
ple that five other Arab Rations
tion. The area is on the Moroc* 
can Atlantic coast and is claim­
ed by Spain by treaty.
illness Age-Bracketed 
In Nation-Wide Sutvey
 ̂ OTTAWA (CPl-A hation-wlde 
survey shows Canadians what ill­
nesses to be most wary of at var­
ious ages.
The 11th in a series of feports 
based on a 1950-51 survey by the 
bureau of statistics and the fed­
eral aealih department, it rec­
ords the frequency of illnesses in 
various, age groups.
Figures show that children un­
der IS are more susceptible than 
their.elders to respiratory illnes­
ses—the common cold and influ­
enza. Three of every four chil­
dren suffered attacks in the sur­
vey year, most ex^riencing 
more than one attack.
Those between the ages of 15 
and 24 were found relatively 
more susceptible than other age 
groups to diseases of the diges­
tive system. One of every 10 per­
sons in this group suffered at­
tacks during the year.
In this group, one of every 10 
also suffered injuries by accident, 
to lead all groups on this cate­
gory as well.
ADULT DISABILITIES
Disease of the bones and or­
gans of movement jumped into 
prominence in the next age 




LONDON (AP) — In ■ Britain, 
where family devotion to. public 
service is an ancient tradition, 
the Foots are becoming unique.
Rarely have three brothers 
l ^ n  so prominent at the same 
time in British affairs.
Dingle Foot—he of the musical 
Christian name—is the most re­
cent of the Foots to make head­
lines. At 52, with a long record 
of public service* he won a House 
of Commons seat in a byelection.
Sir Hugh Foot, 50, has'^com e 
. governOT of Cyprus.
Michael. 44, is a former mem­
ber of Parliament and deter­
mined to get there again.
Isaac Foot, fatoer of the clan, 
was for many years a leading 
figure in the Liberal party. He 
served as secretary of mines, 
member Of . Parliament and lord 
mayor of Plymouth. At 77, he is 
sM  a leader in religious activi­
ties and a writer.
SWITCHlEaD PARTjOS
The family gave stout suptxni 
”  many
years. With its decline Michael, 
and then Dingle, spt thein own 
courses. <
Dingle managed' a successful 
switch from the ^Liberal to the 
Later party. He decided the Lib­
erals were an Ineffective party. 
Under the Later banner ho re­
ce iv e  28,800 votes to 18,160 for 
his CoiwcrvaUye, party opponent 
In the Ipswich byelection, a re- 
teunding triqmph.
p  ngloaerved in Parliament as 
« L lh ^ l  from 1831 to 1845.
among persons under 25 these dis­
eases occurred in one in 100, they 
showed in three of every 100 
among young adults.
In the next age group, from 45 
to 64, occcrrcince of diseases of 
the tenes and organs increased 
frequently to four in 100, and re 
currence of attacks in one person 
were more frequent.
Diseases of the circulatory sys 
tern also began to be important 
in this group. In the group under 
44 circulatory system diseases oc­
curred in 4.3 of every 100, but 
^ o n g  middle - aged persons 
jumped to nine of every 100.
Diseases of the tenes and or­
gans and of the circulatory sys 
tern reached their peak fre­
quency in persons 65 and over. 
Diseases of the circulatory sys­
tem occurred in 14.4 of every 100, 
and the attacks were of longer 
duration and recurred more fre­
quently. '
Diseases of-the bones and or­







By ALAN BARVEir ,
■ Canadian Preai Staff writer
PRINCE RUPERT (CP)—This 
city will receive a provincial 
grant towards the costs of search 
and reconstruction at the site of 
the Mount . Hays landslide on 
Wantage Road, Mayor George E. 
Hills said Tuesday.
The mayor said he had re­
c e i v e d  communication front 
Mines Minister* Kiernah which 
said the cabinet had been ad­
vised by William H. Murray, 
MLA, of thê  slide that* took seven 
lives and destroyed three homes 
last month. . •*
“We are sympathetic to the 
fact that imusual duties have 
been thrust^ upon the city as' q 
result of this, qvent,” Mr. Kler- 
nan said in -3 ; wire. ;
He asked to be informed when 
“remedial measures” had been 
taken, and of the expenditure in­
volved;
“Quiet and peaceable as they 
DOW are. were they once aroused 
to nisurrcction. their blood would 
rapidly tell and they would no 
doubt be guilty of many ex- 
ccsseB.”
The words were written in 1811 
by Sir Stamford Raffles, an East 
India Company clerk who rose to 
te  lieutenant-governor of Java, 
now the most ‘thickly populated 
island in troubled Indonesia 
The prophecy of the talented 
British administrator who pur­
chased-Singapore in 1818 has a 
topical flavor today as the Indo­
nesian government of President 
Sukarno carries out a tough pol 
icy again.st Dutch institutions and 
Dutch citizens.
CUTTING-OWN THROAT 
In what Western commentators 
are virtually unanimous in de­
scribing as acts of nationalist 
folly, Sukarno’s shaky left-wing 
administration has moved to take 
over Dutch-owned estates, planta 
tions and factories. Many Dutch 
citizens are being evacuated- 
Ilf the Western view, Indonesia 
is simply cutting her own throat. 
The government’s a c t i o n  is 
thought to be inspired partly by 
a desire for revenge against for­
mer colonial masters, partly to 
deflect national wrath from a 
chaotic internal situation.
Indonesia is an archipelago rich 
in rubbei. oil and copra, but its 
record since it attained independ­
ence seven years ago has teen 
one of drift and conJfusion. 
HOLLOW PRETEXT 
Now things are so chaotic that 
shipping between the islands is 
virtual^ at a standstill, trade is 
largely oh a barter basis, and 
there js fear that the country will 
cease] ̂  exist as a free demo­
cratic nation. /
Indonesia’s pretext for organ­
ized hostility against the Dutch 
is its claim for West New Guinea, 
Netherlands colony 1,500 miles 
from Java. Western observers 
gard this as farcical, since West 
New Guinea is inhabited by Pap­
uan natives of a primitive cul­
ture, w ho  presumably aren’t 
clamoring for Indonesian .rule, 
British papers see ihevlhdone- 
sian flare-up as a sad and point­
less story. <
“The boy who killed his goose 
for its golden eggs had |a r  more 
sense than the Indonesian govern­
ment in 'its present mood,” says 
the magazine. The. Ecteomist 
SUMATRA- LEADS 
Meanwhile, things go from bad 
to worte. The government’s writ 
scarcely runs outside Java, which 
has about 50,000,000 of Indonesia’s
85,000,000 pbpu 1 a t  i o n, but not 
anung power. Of the othermuch e; 
islands, which include Borneo,
U.S. Brands 
Russ Letter
u \ J i
Celebes, the Moluccas aAt the 
Lesser Sundas, the most prosper­
ous Is Sumatra, which earns about 
70 p «  cent of Indonesia’s foreign 
e x c h ^ e . :.
Some reports say these islands 
are fnore or less self-governing in 
the pi;evailing confusion.
A wqrd of caution may be 
sounded agai^t* too alarmist 
view. The inliabitahts are volatile 
but surprisingly tolerant, and 
their actions are sometimes hard 
to judge through Western eyes 
’It may be serious this time,’ 
^aid a man who has lived sever^ 
years in Indonesia, "yet you may 
notice that hardly a shot has been 
fired.
“There arc ringing declarations 
and gigantic confusion; tomor 
row all may be calm. ’The Indo­




Slow amoked and 
sugar • cured in a 
Special Union way 
that la perfect for 





Wednesday of trying to influence 
actions of the Atlantic pact sum­
mit meeting next week by means 
of Soviet Premier Bulganin’s let­
ter to President Eisenhower. Let 
ters' were received also by other 
Western leaders.
Bulganin in a 3,000-word mes 
sage delivered ’Tuesday to Eisen 
hower called for an end to all 
atomic-hydrogen tests and for an 
East-West conference to outlaw 
war. The Russians called' the 
missive “very important". but 
American officials put a propa­
ganda label on it.
The state department "said to­
day after State Secretary Dulles 
conferred at the- White House 
with Eisenhower that the Bul­
ganin letter was “under active 
study."
But press officer Lincoln White, 
in a statement read at a press 
conference, said in reference to 
the letter received by Eisen­
hower:
“I think it can be assumed 
that the timing of the'delivery of 
this letter and the intention of 
the Soviet Union to publish it 
would indicate an intention to in- 
fluence the proceedings at the 
NATO conference, 




WINNIPEG (CP) -  Hemy 
Koschitzky of Calgary, today 
was named the w tocr of the 
1S58 Rhodes scholarsltip tor 
Manitoba. -
Mr. .Koschitzky Is a fourth, 
year engineering student at 
the University ^  Manitoba.
TIIURS., DEC. 12. U i
YOUNG SMOKERS 
WELWYN. England (CP) -  A 
‘Survey among bqjrs aged 14 to 18 
at the grammar s c h o o l  in 
tUs H e a r t f o r d s h i r e  com­
munity showed 45 per cent 
smoked cigarets, and some 23 










OTTAWA (CP) ' -  External 
Affairs Minister Sidney' Smith 
said today he placed no credence 
in a report that John Foster 
Dulles, U.S. State Secretary, has 
“tongue-lashed” a Canadian min­
ister to Washin^on.
He was questioned in the Com­
mons about a pre^s report from 
Washington ,saying Mr. , Dulles 
'was losing friends and antagoni­
zing people and had personally 
tongue-lashed Canadian, British, 
French' and other officials.
Mr. Smith said that in his last 
talk with Ambassador Norman 
Robertson in Ottawa Saturday he 
had heard nothing to inc’ici.i 
relations with Mr. Dulles were 
anything but courteous, friendly 
and cordial.
As dainty and decoratlvt 
a treat as you can miJra to 
grace a table. . .  and so 
delicious, tool Use 
Fleiscfamann’s Aaive Dry 
■Yeast for a// your home 
baking. . .  you’ll find h easy 
to work with and so 
dependablci
DANCE MARATHON
’TIMMINS. jOnt. (CP) — Five 
couples Monday began a five-day 
dance marathon, with a $400 
prize for the two who manage 
keep on thein feet until 11:45 
p.m. EST F r i d a y .  ’The con­
testants will try to dance a total 
105 hours and lyUl take 15- 




Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. Recom­




and APPLIANCES LTD. 
'441 Bernard Ph. 2049
T i l a C . ' B u M # -
1 •  M taiura Into bowl
1 cup lukawnrm wottr
Stir In
1 1nblaapoon granOlottd 
sugar \
Sprinklo with contants o f 
3  a n v a lo p a t 
F lo ischm ann’s 
A c tlv o  D ry  Y a o il 
l i t  stand 10 mlnutas, THEN stir 
w all
Maontlma, traom untH M fl 
V i cup butter or 
margorin*
Gradually bland fn .
%  cup granulotad sugar 
1 teaspoon salt
Add. port at a lima, baating wall 
attar each aaditlon
. 4  welMsooten oggt
Stir In diuolvad yaost and 
3 cups once-siftod 
oll-purposo flour 
and boat until smooth and a la itlo  
W ork In an additional 
2% cups (about) 
once-sifted 
all-purpose flour
« b % •
1 5  DAYS I N  EUROPE
f
See your Travel Agent or call TCA In
Vancouver a t TAtlow - 0131, 656 Howe St.
(opp. Georgia Hotel) and 732 Burrard St.
(Lobby, Hotel Vancouver).
•  Low, excursion fare saves you 
$97.00 — leave any day of the 
week, sto^ qver en route across
 ̂ Canada, and then spend 15 days in
V Europe.
•  Enquire about TCA’$ “Extra Cities” 
Plan. Travel to extra cities at no 
additional cost.
“Fly now — Pay later” if you wish




3 ,  Turn out on Rghtly-tlaurad 
board and knaad Into a smooth 
ball, Placa In graosod bowl and 
brvsh with maltad buttar or mor- 
gorina. Covar. la l rlsa In warm 
placa, fraa from draft, untU 
doublad In bulk, about 1 hour.
4 ,  Punch down dough. Olvida Inia 
3  aquol placasj roR aoch placa 
into an 8-tnch squart. Spraod 
•och squara with
1 tobltspoon soft buttar 
, or morgorina 
and than with
thick rotpbarry |am
Roll up os (or lolly roll and cut Into 
flight 1-Inch piacas. Floca In 
graosad mulfln pons and cut on 
X In ooch bun wlUi a pair o f 
adssors. Brush buns with maltad 
*butlar or morgarina. Covar. la l 
rlsa until doublad In .bulb, about 
1 hour. Boko In a modarcgaly hot 
ovon, 375”, about 15 mlnutas.




6 SELECT goes with any happy
get-together of the festive
season. Serve your guests 
6 SELEC T. . .  the different "and 
distinguished beer you’ll see
J. ;  V • . , , ^  , .
around so m uch particularly 
, betweenmow and N ew  Year’s.
fo r  f r e e  d e l i v e r y ,phone  ■




announced that new fedeVal price 
aupportji for farm products will 
DO based in any one year bn the 
average price of such products 
ovw the preceding three years.
Ho made tho statement In the 
commons In proposing a govern­
ment resolution to “establish a 
aystem of guaranteed prices for 
f..* ** agricultural commod­
ities." Approval of the resolution 
would be followed by tho Intro- 
duction of a bill,
. .Mr. Harkness said the propo.scd
bill would provide a flexible sys­
tem of price supports that would 
bring greater stabUity to Can­
ada’s Bgriculture industry. Mini 
mum price levels would te  cstab- 
.^llahed on. certain base products
Briw g y o u r ^ i s t  here
Ring your Christmasf belle with 
a dream gift from our fine sclcc- 
tion of all her {avouiritc.s. . 
famous namc.H that arc the very // 
essence of romance. ' ‘ \
Christmas dreams come true in 
our'Wonderland of lovely gifts to' 
delight ‘.cy^ry taste, suit every 
p ^ k c | booTk.
You’re favourite ^ y  Is our fa­
vourite, too, and wfc’rc going alb 
out to please him » .  . and you' 
with a terrific selection o f sure 
success gifts.
y \
IS r l ie w o m ^
1 ^ m m  TODAY
perfumes . , .  LinsUcks,,. . ..Tulcuip . . . .  Bath Salts', v  
NR In the latest Christmas designed packages by the names 
jg, that ptcan perfection , . .  Yardl(iy . . .  Dbrothy Grey . . .  
Fabergts. . ,  l^u B arry .. .  Shulton. , .  Dana and Elizabeth
Arden. ■ ,  ̂ ;■ ■ ■
' Manicure sets jn exquisite clutch style bags . . Cutex 
of ebursc. " > ;
Vanity Sets for her dressing table in gold metallic finish 
or v'diourful glass hacks. * ■ t ‘ ,
Novel as well ns useful Musical Pdwdcr Boxies.
Also counters to clioose froni of Cards . . . Wrappings 
. Stationery Sets . . .  Tree Lights and Decorations.
-iji, , y 1 * i 'd R Y Q N ^
Young or old he’ll snap at a Camera Outfit by Kodak. 
Wallets afid Travelling Cases in English Leather, Manicure 
t Sets and Savings Sets. ’ '
He could always use a reserve safely razor s e t. . .  Gillette 
or Eversharp . .  . or bring him up to date with an electric 
j| Remington Pl^ilishavo or Sunbeam.
# You can’t possibly go wrong with Watermans Pens . . .  
I Pen^and Pencil Sets in cose. , i
Irmistiblefor the sweet-tootlicd. , .  English and Canadian 
t Chocolates . . . .  Chrislmas packaged.
W illits  Taylof Drugs Ltd.
4 ';
387 BERNARD AVE.
I ,  ̂ f « ,  i  , V, , (  i i  > ' '  f M ,
PHONE 2pl9
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Fine Foods from  United Purity are favorites w ith  
everyone and especially so because of United Purity's  





’/ *  2  lb. pkg.
■■it
') / ;  i V
T V  SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
7 / . l ‘
.r ! '
M a lk in 's  C O F F E E
Fine or Regujar —  By Test the Best ......... ......................  lb. 87(
t i '
•
U n i t e d  ^
PU R ITY





1 6 o z . pkg.
2 4 c
Pitted Dates
1 6 o z . pkg.
2 1 c
I  CUT M IX  PEEL&  ' * ' '
Dalton, 8 oz. pk g ...
7 1 ,  GLACE CHERRIES > 1 ,
■ ■ 0  ■  ̂  Sun-Rvne. Red A m . ___ __ _ ' ^
Dalton's, Assorted Fours
Sf ------------------------------
- yp ,  6 oz.
EXTRAQS




Peanut Butter Is Wonderful With Jello
JELLO
I  Peanut Butter > c -  Instant Pudding 2  for 2 1 cktf 16 oz. Jar .........  ......... Assorted Flavors, pkg. ................. • ■ I  m S i ■  V
Get Your Recipe In The Store
ir MINCEMEAT 
★  SHRIMPS
McColl's, 2 4  OZ. jar .  .  .  .  .
Nola, 4 -3 /8  oz. tin  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
TOMATO JUICE r . ’;
Robin Hood
‘«£5SH
Id  lb . bag Van Kirk’s, 6 oz. pkg.





Order Your CHRISTMAS TURKEY NOW! *
Good Luck
Margarine
2  lbs 7 9 c
... .. 2 lbs. 65cSoloMargarine ...
CELERY“““
Florida Indian River, 
or White. . . .
lb. 15cIA ^  %«iiiitiiiiib I Cello Wrapped
I im u c is s t .
ONIONS '
T A D D A T C  Canada No, I, 
I nA H R U I ^  2 lb. cel
I  TURNIPS
3 lb. cello bag








1 .5 5  3 . 0 5
Box Bundle
Skinless, Maple Leaf, 1 lb. pkg.
RIB ROAST
OR STEAKS     Grade A lb.
CHOPPED SUET
jMaple Leaf, 1 lb. pkg...... .........................
BOLOGNA RINGS
Maple Leaf, Cryovac.......................... . lb.
SIDE BACON
Sliced, Maple Leaf, Y t lb. p k g ............














2902 PcodozI S I . P b o n r  2763
HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE
RUf la n d  — PHONE 25SI
UNITED PURITY STORES
PEITMAN BROS.







U n i t e d
PU R ITY
S t o r e s
-<2
)
W ant Ph 2 8 0 2
Coming Events ii
ATTEND CCF 23th ANNIVEBS^ 
ARY Social. Womeo's Institute i 
Hall. Glenn Avenue. Saturday, f 
December 14, 8 p.m.________ 90'|
LIONS CLUB TURKEY BINGO. 




SLENDOR TABLETS ARE EF­
FECTIVE, 3 weeks lupply 32.50; |
9 weeks 96, at Long Super Drugs 
Ltd, _______ M
Business Personal '
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR'a ! 
present call .and see what I 
have. Childrcn'i table and* 
chairs in all colors, and a lot of 
other useful articles. No charge 
to come and sec. My prices are 
right. Woodlawn Cabinet Shoo.
L. A. Pokln, 2243 Richter. 02
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT , 
and Commercial photography, dc-i 
veloplng. printing and enlarging. 
POPE'S PHOTO STUDIO, dial 
2883. 631 Harvey Ave.
Th-tf]
WM MOSS PAINTING AND 
decorating contractor. Kelowna, 
B.C. Exterior and interior paint­
ing. paper hanging. Phone ypur 
requiremenU now. Phone 3578.
M-TH-Ul
SINGER & 8NOWSELL EXCAV­
ATING LTD. for ditches, plpe-| 
lines, septic tanks. Phone 6893.
M-TH-tf|
VISIT O. L  JONES USED FUR- 
NTTURB UepL for best buys! S13 
Bernard Ave. M-‘ra - tf |
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOWl 
Prices. Skates, knives and scis­
sors sharpened 20c; also hand 
saws. 267 Leon Ave.______ ^ - t f !
FAST REPAIR SERVICE 
on power mowers, tillers, powei 
chain taws—and all small power 
equipment Maxson’s Sport and 
Serrica Centre. 235 Bernard Ave.
TH-S.U|
PIANO TUNING — 50 YEAR’S j 
experience. Prices reasonable.
B. D. Pope. Leave orders at I 
Bew’s Appliances, 551 Bernard 
Ave. ______'  10^1
IP YOU WANT ’THE BEST 
guaranteed TV Repair Service 
Call a t Rex TV Repair Dept., 249 
Bernard Ave. Phone 3405. tf |
p r iv a t e  pa r t y  WISHES TO 
borrovit 933,000. Will repay at 
1300 a month. Will give first 
mortgage on 3 homes in a city, 
valued at $60,000. References. 
Write Box 3235 Courier. 100
FOR FAST AND RELIABLE 
watch repairs, call at Rex Watch 
and Clock Dept., 249 Bernard 
Ave. Phone 3405. tf I
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 104
YOUNG COUPLE WOULD LIKEl 
opportunity to operate ihotel. 
Apply -Box 3238 Courier. 941
SALE ■
CONTINUES!
Doe to the great response to 
last week’s sale we have 
decided to contlnne ono 
more week!
Executive Car
For Ren! | A rticles For Sale
FOUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY SINGER’S DESK MODEX 
‘decorated, furnished, heated. Air Mcriem desk style sew\f^ ma-





WARM FURNISHED SLEEP- 
Iroom, Bernard Lodge, 911 Bcr- 
Ijnard, phone 2215. __________u
FOR SALE OR RENT — Three I bedroom house on Ethel St. 
Ii Phone 6500. 91
chine with bench. In Bloikle. 
Walnut or Mahogany fiidsh. Auto­
matic Zig-Zag Stitch.
$154.5i0 Singer Tem a 
SEWING SUPPLY CE.NTRE 





A truly beautiful car with 
all Ford Custom acccssor- 
' ies. Low mileage, new car 
’ warranty. See it!
I FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH 
I ED two room apartment Private 
,1 toilet and shower. Weekly or 
li monthly. $15.00 month. 784 Elliott 
!avc. M-Th-U
SMALL DIESEL TYPE ELEC­
TRIC train, like new. $10. Phone 
2659. tf
I OFFICE SPACE — FIRST Boor 
36x21 f t  Heated, two restrooms.
I front and back entrances, park- 
I Ing space. $90 month. Long leasq 




IjTWO OFFICES ABOVE BEN 
NETS Store, one facing Bernard 
j Ave. Newly redecorated. These 
offices offer heat, lights and are 
an ideal location. Apply office at 
^ n n e tt 's  Store. 92
ROOM AND BOARD
JANTZEN KNITTED SUIT -  
Dark green. Size 16, $15.00. 
Phone 4076. 90
ALMOST’NEW (CORAL) Semi- 
Formal. Size 16, $23.00. Phone 
4076. 90
GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE, 
40 inch; Speed Queen washing 
machine. Phone 2516. tf
METEOR FORDOR 
6 PASSENGER
I Country sedan. Persimmon 
and white two -tone, auto­
matic, radio, tinted glass, 
670x15 nylon tires. In new 
> condition.
Save $1100.00 . J
1 PRINCE CHARLES LODGE 
Rooms, day, week or mon^. 
Community kitchen, fully equip­
ped. 924 Bernard Ave. Phone 
4124. 98
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS — 
I am going out of Portables. 
Here are some bargains: New 
Underwood $80, now $72; New 
Royal $99.50, now $89.50; New 
Remington $109.50, now $97.50. 
Hurry if you want one. G. D. 
Hci tv rt, Typewriter Agent, 
Room 3, Casorso Block. 90
j SUITE -  VERY CLOSE IN. 
Large livingroom, one bedroom,
[ kitchen, bathroom, hall and cool­
er. Non drinkers. No children.
I  595 Lawrence, dial 3873. tf
DARRYL DELCOURT Delivers 
free choice quality Christmas 
Trees. Phone 3190 or drive in 





, New metallic blue paint 
I job. Heater, signals, win­
ter tires. A really sound




I Two-tone green, automatic, 
heater, power steering, 
radio, new Dun- 
{lop t ir e s ..........
1954
IjFURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING 
units by week or month at \^inter 
rates. Peace River Motel, Ver­
non Rd. Phone 2996. 98
WARM SKI OR SKATING SUIT, 
nearly new, size 38. Also pair of 
600-16 nobby tires, 75 per cent 
tread. Call at 1259 Richter St., 
or phone 7529. ______ M
Property For Sale
FOR SALE OR TRADE—Section I of land with 5 room house in 
I  Saskatchewan, 90 miles S.E. of 
Swift Current. 640 acres, 450 
acres under cultivation, 200 
I acres sumraerfallow. Will trSde 
for home in Kelowna and balance 
cash. Enquire 1352 Richter St 
1 Phone 4056. 90
A REAL BUY — 6 MONTH OLD 
Fawcett Oil Heater, like new 
and a real good Fawcett wood 
and coal range. 1450 Glcnmorc 




1 Dark green and white,
, power steering, power 
, brakes, radio, fender 
skirts and wheel discs.
r ” "*........ $ 1 4 9 5
NEW COZY 2-BEDROOMED 
bungalow, hording lake , at 
Poplar Point. Ready to move in 
to. Hardwood floors, utility 
room, car port, nice beach, large 
lot. city water, low taxes. Price 
$11,500. What terms can you 
offer? Oomc and see it. Gordon 
D. Herbert, Dial 3006 or 3874
93
Business Opportunities
On Special This Week 
Only!
FULLY EQXnPPED HOTEL 
Cafe (33 seats) in South Oka' 
nagan town. Available on lease 
1st January, 1958. No cash in­
vestment necessary. One-year 
lease, renewable if operator 
proves satisfactory. References 
required. Write Box 428, Oliver. 
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Umalcd at 590 animals, or one 
for every 4.3 hunters. Rain, *dgh 
winds and mUd weather were 
blamed.
O ^ L Y  SNEEZE 
OSHAWA. Ont, (CP»-A care­
less driving charge against a 
HamiUon man was dismLised 
here when he testified his car 
went into the ditch while he had 
a severe attack of sneezing.
HAND WOVEN HARRIS TWEED 
coat; black cloth coat, both size. 
16. Splendid condition. Phone 
Winfield 2795. 90
G.M. MASTER HEATER, 6 volt, 
in good condition. Price $10 or 
nearest offer. Phone 3516. tf
LLOYD’S CONVERTIBLE BABY 




FIND POTASH I rewrite the Inscription for the
VIRDEN, Man. (CP) -  Planslroui^rstone^of thejiew city
DAIRY SALES 
OTTAWA (CP)—The National 
Dairy Council says in a state­
ment that Canada’s dairies last 
year had average gross profits 
of four per cent, but one quarter 
of the companies reported no 
profit at all. Avcragc.net eaam- 
ings were two pcr^cenL
YOUNG DRIVERS 
. DIGBY, N.S. (CP) — First 
driver-training course in k Nova 
Scotia school was inaugurated at 
■Digby regional high school. High­
ways Minister Smith said it was 
important that new drivers learn 
not only how to step on the gas, 
but how to drive safely.
LONG RELAY
SYDNEY. N.S. (CP)—A radio 
message from the RCMP at In 
vcrncss, N.S., couldn’t be read 
properly here because of inter­
ference. But it was picked up by 
the RCMP at Swan River, Man., 
and relayed here.
DEFENCE MEETING OPENS
OTTAWA (CP) — About 800 
scientists and technicians from 
three countries will attend the 
Defence Research Board’s an­
nual symposium opening here
Tuesday. About 50 papers from 
Canadian, United States and Brit­
ish defence scientists are to be 
heard d u ri^  three days of closed 
presehtations and discussions.
COOP KX)UT8 
DUNC:AN, B.C. (CP) — Six 
members of the original troop of 
Cowichan boy scouttf, carganlzed 
In 1911, attended the 46th annual 
meeting of the district associa­
tion.
Articles Wanted
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and, used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone PAcific 
6357. TH-S-tf
are under way to start drilling a 
potash well north of here, near 
the Saskatchewan border. A bed 
of high grade potash ore was dis­
covered in the area last year.
STEADY WORKER
BRANDON. Man. (CP) — Wil­
liam Doke, 89, has been in the 
tinsmithing business for 74 years 
since he began as an apprentice 
at Strathroy, Ont. Native of Lon­
don, England, he moved here in 
1908.
HELP IMMIGRANTS ,
WINNIPEG (CP)—A new book 
let published by th e , provincial 
government is designed to give 
prospective immigrants f r o m  
Britain a clear idea of the 
type of employment open, salary 
scales and cost of living, as well 
as . climate and culture.
uviaicidbUiK: ui uic iic  viv/ iiaii. ————- -c------w
Controller Robert Fuller said the |Wednesday, the board announced 
original 67 words were “rather 
verbose.”
NEW EXCUSE
TORONTO (CP)—A man con­
victed of his second “impaired 
driving” offence at suburban 
Long Branch told the magistrate 
the policeman who stopped his 
car could smell alcohol “because 
we were near a gin factory.”
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St.. Van­













to selects applicants 
Apply
Royal Canadian Air Force 
Recruiting Officer 
Kelowna Armouries — Tuesdays
or write
545 Seymour St. Vancouver, B’C. I 
donseUor present December 3| 
and 10. No conseller in attend­
ance December 17, 24, 31. Will] 
commence January 7, 1958.
84, 87, 90, 93|
NEED EXTRA MONEY?
$50 Weekly Possible
Wo need women to sew rcady- 
cut baby shoes spare tim e, at 
home I Also men and wbmen to 
address envelopes and prepare 
letters for mailing. Simple, easy, 
profitable homework. For Infor­







Dark green color with 
, A.C. heater, winter tires, 
} immaculate, only 38,000




l“STOP’’ AT THE “DEPEND­
ABLE” Used car and truck lot for 
[ the best deal in town. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd., 1658 Pen- 




Lovely two-tone blue and 
white. Here’s a dandy with 
heater, signal, custom 
radio, new tires.
A bargain a t . .
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model car, 
see us about our low cost fi­
nancing service, available for 
either dealer or private sales 
Carrutheirs and Meikle Ltd., 364 
Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C.
90 
T
SACRIFICE SALE — 1957 FORD 
[half ton,'less than 2,000 miles, 
like new. Can be financed. Can 
be seen at 801 Wilson Ave. ■ —92
jpODGE, 15,000 MIliES $1400. On 
KLO Road, Vi mile east Ben- 
vouliii Road. 95
Fuel And Wood
GOOD FIR SAWDUST — IM­
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587
95
DRY SLABS AND BUSH WOOD 
for sale. Phone Ivan Spletzer 
6367. 91
POOR HUNTING
PETERBOROUGH, Ont. (CP) 
•The deer hunting bag in this 
district during November was es-
These flngen are now trke 
from warts, after using
D E IG H T O N 'S  
W A R T  R EM O VER
Made from herbs. Not an 
acid. Warta and other fungus 
growth on hands, face, feet, 
removed - permanently within 
3 to 5 weeks. Not injurious to 
healthy skin. Now obtainable 
at all druggists.
USEFUL PROJECT
KENORA, Ont. (CP) — Boy 
scouts and wolf cubs in this dis­
trict helped forest conservation 
and added to their treasuries this 
fall 'by collecting black spruce 
and jackpine cones, purchased by 
the lands and forest department 
for use in tree nurseries.
QUICK ACTION 
SUDBURY, Ont. (CP) — Coun­
cillors settled the problem of a 
pension bylaw after discovering 
eight town employees had been 
left out. They passed the bylaw 
and an amendment to it at the 
same-meeting’.
MODERN STYLE
WINDSOR, Ont. (CP)—John H. 
Taylor, executive vice-president 
of a fuel oil company at Toronto, 
arrived here in a helicopter to 
attend a company meeting. In 36 
hours he visited more than half- 
a^ozen other centres, piloted by 
Paul Ostrander.
LESS CHISELLING
WINDSOR. Ont. (CP)—A spe­
cial committee has been set up to
SAVE $100
on market value on a 
choice of these shop- 
inspected 1952 niodels.
1952 FORD FORDOR —
New motor, radio.
1952 PONTIAC PATH-1 
FINDER SEDAN-Heater, 
new seat covers.
1952 CHEV. D E L U X E  
TUDOR — Radio, signals, 
new tires.
1 VOLKSWAGON, 1956 — WILL 
take older car in trade. Phone 
6935. 91
DRY BUSH WOOD, DELIVER­
ED, $14 a cord. Phone 3257. 92 Pets And Supplies
Tires And Accessories
RETREADER TIRES, OR YOUR I own tires retreaded by factory 
approved methods and materials. 
New tire guarantee. Kelowna 
I Motors Ltd, The , Valley’s Most 
(iomplete Shop, . M-Th-tf
Building M aterials
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for aU Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood, Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited.. Phono- or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E, 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. tf
COLLIES LIKE LASSIE. Reg­
istered show pet herding stock 
$35 up. Stud service Starcross— 
20453 26th Rd., Hammond, B.C.
M-TH-tf
RECAPPED TIRES — 4 only 
750x14, T and C, $20.75*; 4 only 
[ 670x15, T and C, $18.50’ ; 2 only 
670x15, T and C (Sawdust), 
$18.50*. (’Less rccapablo trade- 
in). Gem Auto Service, Reid’s 
Corner, phone 38l2._______  95
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and POLISHERS now available 
for rent in Kelowna. B. and B. 




DODGE »/, TON 
PICKUP




Elizabeth Fry, celebrated Eng'- 
lish advocate of reform of prLs- 
ons, wa.s 65 at her death in 1845.
GREEN ORNAMENTS 
Jade has long been a particu­
larly-prized stone in the Far 
East, especially in China. _____
FUNK
SPREADERS
For ICE CONTROL, 
SEAL COATING, or 
COMMERCIAL SPREADING 
TaU Gate and Rotary Types
A T IO N A L
IJACHINERY
m
Selection of Sacred Music 
Christmas Long Players 
Music from Other Lands
1 A terrific selection to choose 
from this year — come in when 
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This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
KWWCWmM '
POP s p e c ia l s
jm t Parade 78’s going for a 





Something they’ve alwayt 









WANTED -  LOGGING TRUCK 
drlvert, must be responsible and 
experienced men and willing 
workers,. Phone collect Kam- 
loops IMS. ____ 931
WANTED-WOMAN FOR PAR-P 
time light household duties; 
central location. After 6 p.m. 
phone 2618. 01
WANTED — DUAL TRUCKS and 
trailer (or hauling long longs. 
Phono collect 1528 Komloops.
.,90
MIDDLEAGEO HOUSEKEEPER 
wanted lor old ngo couplo. Phono 
3500. 90
wanted  -  EXPERIENCED 
cook for CJoffco Shop. Apply 
Willow Inn. 04
Position W anted
ISXPERIENCED W E L D E R  
available Immediately. Electric 
or gas. Phono 7111 and ask for 
Itusiy, or Box 73« IIIl 2t Kcl 
owna, D.C. 09
LADY DE8IRES HOUSEWORK 
by the how. Phono 8800. 93
.Wanted Ta Rent
8.E.I. WARRANTY 
ON ALL USED GARS 
AND TRUCKS!!
Phohe 4560 —  Bernard Lot 
or
Phone 2340 
Garage and Sales Olflcc
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No while space. 
Minimum 10 worda.
1 Insertion 
I  consecutive 
insertiona .
MIDBLlEAGEb WOMAN ivW  
like room and board. Write Box 
8337 Oourier. M
Board And Room
iR is  GUKarp HOUSE 
Ml UwiWUNl Ave, Phono SMl, 
'.,1 ' 101,
per word! 34 
per word 3^4,
S'consecutive InserUana« „
or more ______ per word $4
(CtaailSad Display
One tnacrtlon _ ______ $143 Inch
I toniecuUve 
Insertiona ,  )j03 ln(^
0 eoQsecuUvo tnacrUona 
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C O N TR A C T BRIDGE
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From all apptuiranccs, a gay 
blade fell asleep under the 
wrong white blanket atop a 
stuck-in-tbe-snow car in Brook­
lyn. Actually, some clever
would-be motorist utilized this 
means of saying., " 1  should 
have stood In bed," as New 
York digs out of 61̂  inches of 
snow from a recent storm.
U.S. Army Rocket 
Firing
By VERN HAUGLAND imentcd satellite, which may suc- 
CAPE C A N A V E R A L ,  Fla, ceed where the navy Vanguard 
(AP)—The U.S. army, success- attempt of last Friday failed, 
fuj Tuesday night in launching The defence department said 
a m ^ fied  Redstone test vehicle, the R e d s t o n e  test vehicle 
pushed on Wednesday with its launched at 7:37 p.m. EST last 
program to put up a baby moon, night w as'in the army Jupiter 
to put up a baby moon. program. ' . , , ...
Additional launchings may be The program also includes the 
expected almost daily until the Jupiter intermediate range bal- 
attempt to put up an instru- listic missile, capable of dis- 




Opening lead—nine of spades.
The eighth session of the Lenz- 
Culbcrtson match started on the 
evening of December 17, 1^1, 
with the Culbertsons leading Lenz 
and Jacoby by 410 points. Ted 
Lightner substituted for Mrs. 
Culbertson, by mutual arrange­
ment. By the time seven rubbers 
had been played, the Culbertsons 
had increased their lead to 4,365 
points.
The most fantastic hand of the 
entire match, still incredible de­
spite the passage of years, took 
place that evening. The sequence 
of bids employed by Lenz and 
Jacoby defies logical explana
tk». Although bidding methods 
then in use cafl, on the whole, 
hardly be compared to present 
day techniques, even the stand­
ards of that era were rudely 
vidated as the biggest fiasco of 
the match unfolded.
Jacoby's semi-psychic opening 
heart bid started the ball rolling. 
This strategic bid by Jacoby was 
consistent with his tactics during 
the match of putting constant 
pressure on the opponents by 
mixing sound bids with unsound 
ones.
Lenz, apparently suspicious of 
Jacoby’s opening bid, leaped to 
three notrump. The normal two 
spade response might have led 
to a final contract of seven 
spades, which would have been 
easily made.
Unwilling to play notrump 
with his unbalanced distribution, 
Jacoby bid four hearts. When 
Lenz , persisted in notrump 
Jacoby made another effort to 
play in his suit by bidding; five 
hearts. This plea was met ny a 
six notrump bid from Lenz.
Jacoby finally gave up and 
passed, but Culbertson, who had 
listened with rapt attention to 
the floundering sequence of bids 
that had taken place, doubled. 
Culbertson didn't know whether 
he could beat six notrump, but 
he hoped to drive Jacoby to 
seven hearts, where he felt he 
had him.
The plan worked. Jacoby bid 
seven, was doubled, and went 
down one for minus 200. Seven 
spaces would have scored 2,210 
points.
Culbertson pronounced the Of­
ficial System at fault. But was 
it the gun, or the man behind 
the gun?
Let the reader be the judge.
DAILY CROSSWORD
Jupiter-C research rocket, which 
already has been fired a distance 
of 3,500 miles and to an altitude 
I of 600 miles.
Defence officials visiting the 
army Jupiter missile production 
line at Huntsville, Ala., Tuesday 
were shown, a sample of the 
army’s satellite.
It will weigh about the same 
as the 21-pound sphere which the
FORT Sr. JOHN. B.C.
Interruptions of t r a ^ ^ r t a U o J ^
o* *he final stage of the rocket 
some sections of htself—a cylinder about three feet
S’"®!, long, rounded at the forward end p e ^ d  to boost retaU teade here. U  ^
■Die temporary bridge jvWch jupiter-C uses the liquid
helped ^bstitute for the ^roken Redstone missile as the
Peace River bridge at T a y l o r g j a g g  power plant, 
B.C., is now out of use and there has smaller solid fuel rocket 
is no immc^Me prospect pf i^  engines for ite second and third 
replacement. Bad weather hadL^„gj 
put several interior roads out of _ 2— 1 
commission.
The result has been that 1,- 
000,000 more feet of lumber were 
sold here in the first 1 1  months 
of the year than last year—] 
mostly because fir and cedar im­
ports have been unable to get | 
v^ugh .
Meat processing has become a I 
lively industry. With the regular
Millions Fraud
ACROSS 4. Lurk 23. Image
1. Excavates 5 . Eluded (poss.)
5. Subsides e.fexclama- 26. Stores
tion of
Churchill _ 28. A
12. Dish - 7. Forehead pj-y.
13. Strangle 8. Rice beer ing
14. Tree (Jap.) person
15. Textile 9- Fooled 31. Put on
screw pine U. Female 34. It is silent
17.S^n tumor party (mus.)
18. Cry Qf pain 16. Tear 36. Tree
19. Passes over ^9. Driving ice 37. Charlie
21. Drop and rain — ,
























sugar cane 38. In this 
(E.I.) place
22. Cup ■ 40. Afresh
edge 42. Outcast








^ V -  1- U I T O R O N T O  (CP) — Peter
^*8 paclunghouses 34-year-old New York
biitchers are Ljj^ Toronto financier, was re- 
exidoiting_^toe,s^lus hogs andUgn^ed Tuesday to Dec. 17 on 
cattle north of the nver. charges of obtaining by theft and
fraud more than 314.000 shares 
of stock in the Mica Company of 
[Canada Limited.
Crosby is the former husband of 
[film actress Denise Darcel 
Property bail of $50,000 and 
r - , . leash bail of $25,000 was set.
OTTAWA (CP) — External Af- whose marriage to Miss
fairs Minister Sidney Smith said Darcel broke up in 1951, was un­
today in the Commons that the Lble to raise ball and was taken 
l a t e s t  Russian proposals- on Up Don Jail, 
world problems deserve "care- xhe offences, involving 314,268 
ful study. ' [shares, were alleged to have oc-
Every Soviet proposal should curred during the latter half of 
not be dismissed out of hand, he 1953 when Crosby was president 
said in commenting on letters [of the Quebec firm and when its 
sent by Soviet Premier Bulganin shares were valued at $1.15 to 
to President Eisenhower, Prime $1.39 each.
Minister Macmillan of Britain Value of the stock involved Is 
and Prime Minister Nehru of estimated variously at between 
India. $350,000 and $1,000,000
Mr. Stnith. replying to Paul 
Martin L—Essex East said thei SOVIET APPEAL
Canadian government has not re- MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet Fleet 
wived a ^  coinmunication frotnLQM Tuesday the ouster of Mar- 
Russla, Ail that was known wasUhai Georgl K. Zhukov ns defence 
what was gleaned from press re* minister has not solved the prob-
ports. __lem of strengthening discipline
r I aiqong military officers. The So- 
SINQER GETS CHILDREN ylct navy newspaper called upon 
SANTA M()NICA, Cnlif. (AP)— party leaders within the armed 
Singer Dean Martin Tuesday won services to correct "survivors of 
custody of his four children by a the past who make their pres- 
foriner wife. Martin’s former cnee felt here and there in the 
-wife, Elizabeth Anne, did not con- form of unscrupulous individual- 
test Martin's pctitioir for the chil-istic attitudes, violations of the 
dren’s return, She obtained cus-rules of miUtory othics, amoral 
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DAILY CRYTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it:
A X Y D L B  A A X R  
is L 0  N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. Ih this sample A is used 
for the three L’s, X-for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
R N R W G  J T R  L O P L  
L O R R  M F  T J  Y W M R T K  
U P W T Y M R H K .
Y H P L L R W F  
M T  D M F R W G
Yesterday’s Crytoquote—THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING IS 
IN THE EATING — CERVANTES.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Stars








This day’s planetary vibra­
tions warn against ̂  impatience 
and self-pity. No matter what 
your Job. get an early start, plan 
your sch^ulc realistically and 
keep busy. Thus you’ll have no 
time for the moods which defeat 
attainment.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope promises fine 
achievement witliin the next 
year. Long-range job or business 
programs Instituted now, and 
followed up conscientiously dur­
ing the next four months, should 
culminate successfully — quite 
iwssibly with the aid of an in­
fluential person. Financial mot-
ters which may seem to be at a 
standstill presently, should show 
n definite uptrend by the early 
part of Jqne.
TRAVEL AND ROMANCE
Personal relationships should 
prosper during most of 1958, and 
travel and romance will be under 
unusually beneficent nspccis be­
tween May and September, Dur­
ing this period, look for some 
stimulating social experiences, 
too. Those in creative fields 
should find the new year a highly 
inspiring one, with some unusual 
form of rccongitlon indicated for 
next October.
A child born on this day will bo 
endowed with gteat persever- 




j m  JONES FSMAU sw r  
M WITH A BANO--Ln(f THEV 
W8RE UTAHOUSE.
•ncBY Ficysfi THEMSELVES M i 
P6CEMT, HONEST PCOMS—
-ANPAU-THEV WME 
TO DO IS EXPOSE THESR 
PUKITV TO THE SWEATING 
OTIZENBV. etHSO.THEY 
CONVUJCS THESTSELVES- 
IMW/THEY AU LOVE 
1̂  THEYBOT TO.»
atlR£-8UT WVUT THE AMWELT? FORGETS 
m TWJBWHMJE tmeyrs seino noble. «pwi
WOtOKkJt POUTICM. HACK L*KB YOOtS 
STRULV IS SN»»N3 M & M P  TO PINO OUT 
WHERE TV« WEAKNESS IS—AND HACKS 
LIKE US GOT LONG NOSES.') GNOSES?to
1 REDIOEO VUE WERE COmo. 
' THERE'S FOX , iUr WHERE 19 
CHRISTY? 7:
CAWVER.ZORKAAND 
^A U , ARRNE MCK 
AT CYREME.
GUP YOU'RE t«RE,
SUSINESS TO DISCUSS WITH YOU 
RTOMCe. RRlNOr 
YOU.
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I \  
SAWYER W l ^
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OH ZDRKA. WHAT 
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RUSMED FOE TWS.. 
NO STATON ON PURA 
HAS SPOTTED U5J
t  c:ant onperstanp 
.that, because I broke
RADIO SILENCETRYINS 
TOCOUTACntM
I  CAN, PAM. v o u ^ s a e r w e  Mwo Y  that 1 wiu-do/ b̂ .  
, NEVER threw \  BETTER «VB MB \S INCE WE HAyWTBW 
THE MASTERSWnca) A fiHORrCOORSElN|6R5'^l^^
VOUR VOCE PIDNT [  THE OPERATIC3N OP i CX« 






















TftANKS FOR LETTIN' 
ME KNOW.WINFRED/
12-12 KUHN-
THERE.'/EVERYTHINO THAT’S ;  
BREAKABLE, LOCKED IN THV \ 
CELLAR...AN’A  CHAIN ON TH’̂  ̂
REFRIGERATOR/ LET 'EM COME/
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EXPAHSION DRIVE PU N N ED
UBC Professor Says Canada, 
U.S. Lag In Higher Education
"Cim^da and the United States, The speaker then referred to 
are lagging behind in forms rf>ttoe need for better and more 
higher education.” declared Pro-(teaching facilities at UBC. Thirty 
fessor Stanlc.v Reed when he million dollars is needed for t ^  
Addressed a Rotary Club luncheon I cxpansiMJ program. The provin- 
in the Royal Anne Hotel thisicial government has agreed to
week. Professor Reed, who teach-1 m atch dollar-for-dollar all ^ t
es English In the Faculty of ArU can be raised elsewhere. This
TBE DAILY COmUEB <|A 
THUKS.. DEC. « ,  I85T < TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
and Sciences at UBC. received 
his B.A. and M.A. at McGill Uni­
versity before coming to B.C. 
to take ui) teaching. Main pur­
pose of his current tour in the 
Okanagan is to promote the rais­
ing of money for the UBC devel- 
cpment fund to provide dormator- 
ies and classromm accommoda­
tion for the ever-increasing ix>pu- 
lation of British Columbia’s only 
university
Theme of Professor Reed’s 
talk was based on evaluating the 
reaction of Sputnik on western 
education. Mr. Reed expressed 
belief that satellites and missile 
have had a definite effect on 
children of ages 5 to 6. as well 
as on the older sphere of society.
He thought the main reason 
for such advance on the part of 
the Soviets was because of their 
universal .-system of education. 
He went, on to giv-c a resume of 
their sys'fcm of compulsory learn­
ing. ,
‘"nicir education is not to be 
sneered at. Emphasis of course 
is to out the Communist ideal 
•first. Their education is local, 
vqry narrow, controlled and in­
doctrinated, making a ûU fledged 
communist thinker out of the 
individual at the end of his high 
school,” he declared.
means that 15 minion dollars 
has to be raised from the people 
and organizations of B.C. Pro­
fessor Reed urged the people of 
tWs community to support the 
local committee which will be 
collecting money starting in Jan­
uary.
’Tlie two chairmen for Kelowna 
are W. B. Hughes-Games. head 
of the local drive and Arthur 
Dawe who is chairman of the 
local alumni.
AT VERNON
YOU (AN DEPEND 0|
WVra Udneji (ail to 
nmoTt cxcoa acidi 
•ad wutM, book- 
•ebe, tired feeUnf, 
difturbed rtet often 
fo l io * .  D o d d 'i  
Kidner FUli itima- 
la te  k id n e ,i  to 
normal duty. Too 
feel better—ileep 
better, work better. 
Get Dodd’i  at an, 
draf itore. Yon can 





VERNON — It will cost ap­
proximately $96,000 to renovate 
the old post office for civic use.
This estimate was placed be­
fore council by architects Allen 
and Huggins. Basic renovation 
figure is $70,000, but two ad­
ditional alterations would hike 
the figure another $26,000.
The mayor’s office would be 
located on the lower floor ad­
jacent to the general and city 
clerk’s office. Second floor would 
be for council chambers. The 
basement of the structure could 
be renovated for a library, 
museum and police quarters.
Council agreed that plumbing 
and engireering specialists should 
examine the present heating ap­





VERNON — A supreme court 
jury has found Charles Wesley 
Huffman, a Kelowna chiroprac­
tor, guilty of criminal negligence 
In' the March 24 auto death of 
Mrs. Eileen Jansen, 48, of Kel­
owna. 1116 jury recommended 
leniency.
Mrs. Jansen died from injuries 
received when Huffman’s car 
was in collision with another 
driven by Morris Klychack of 
Malakwa, B.C., on Highway 97 
near Oyaman.
Jury deliberated one hour be­
fore delivering the verdict. They 
also made a strong recommenda­
tion for leniency.
Defense coupcil A. D. C. Wash­
ington, attempted to discredit al­
most all the crown testimony 
during the course of the three 
day trial. He received several 
stern reprimands lor parts of 
bis cross examination from Mr. 
Justice Harold Mclnnes. Huff­
man did not testify on his own 
behalf. *
Supplied by 
James, CopithoriM ami Birch Ltd 
366 Bernard Avn,
(as at 12 noonl 
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LONDON (Reuters)—The News 
Chronicle today views' the sug­
gestion for a television link be­
tween Britain and Canada as a 
means of strengthei)ing a bond 
within the Commonwealth and a 
stimulation of the desire to buy 
BriUsh.
(Riarlcs Stanley, chairman of 
the Pye group of radio aixl tele­
vision companies, has urged thr 
British governlncnt to lay a 
transatlantic television cable t( 
boost Briti.<»h-Canadian trade.





' ly  Appointment 
to H«t Mo|eity Queen Ellsobelli I  
SMtw Whiiky DhtHlers^ W f I N S K y
AvoifaUs hk J3V» and 2 d ^  ovnee botths Wm. Sand«non & Son, Ud, UMi
AT WINFIELD
Same Officers 
Again Head : 
Church Group
WINFIELD: The same slate 
of officers will guide the reins 
of the Women’s Association of 
the United Church for another 
year. They were elected by ac­
clamation at the regular monthly 
meeting held at the home of 
Mrs. M. V. Edmunds. Officers 
are Mrs. C. Christian, president; 
Mrs. F. James, vice-president; 
Mrs. S. Taiji, secretary, and Mrs. 
E. Metcalfe, treasurer.
, A Christian Citizen Committee 
was formed. Elected to it were 
Mrs. L. Clement, Mrs. S. Tyn­
dall and Mrs. A. Arnold.
From the president’s and treas­
urer’s reports, it w as^dicated  
that the last year had been a 
good one. A report on the rum­
mage sale held recently in Ke­
lowna showed that it was success­
ful.
’The meeting was told that the 
newly-formed junior choir will 
perform for the first time during 
the church' service to be held on 
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
A post card was read from one 
of the members, Mrs. A. Larsen. 
It was written aboard ship at the 
start of her journey to Denmark 
for a two-and-half months hoR 
day. . .
At the close of the meeting, re- 
freslunents were served and 
Christmas presents were ex­
changed by the members.
The next meeting will be held 
at the home of Mrs. F. James on 
Jan. 13. It will take the form of 
a social evening beginning with 
a pot luck supper. ;
Friends and neighbors of Mrs. 
E. P. Goodburn and Mr.iG. Van 
Sickle wish them a speedy return 
ito good health. Both are patients 
in the Kelowna General Hospital.
INVEST5IENT FUNDS 
Prices quoted on a net basis.
All Cdn. Compound 4.83 5.25
All Cdn. Dividend 5.51 5.99
Can. Invest. Fund 7.83 8.60
Grouped Income 3.15 3.44
Investors Mutual 9.04 9.78
Trans-Canada ”B” 23.75 





■A. Oil 38',i 36%
.C. Forest 8% 8%
B.C. Phone 38 38%
Bell Phone 39Vi 39%
B.C. Power 3§,% 39
Canadian Oil - 27',4 27 Vi
CPR 23 23%
Cons. Paper 30 30V
Cons. M and S 17'A 17%
Dist. Scag. 26V4 26%
Fam. Players 15 15V4
Ford A 69 70
Imp. Oil 42 42V4
Ind. Accep. 27V4 27%
Inland Gas. '  7% 7%
Int. Nickel . 70 71
Inter Pipe 39% 39%
Lucky Lager 4.25 4.35
Massey Harris OYs 6%
McColl Fron. 54̂ 4 55%
MacMill. B 23% 24
Okan. Phone 10V4 11
Page Hersey . 106 108
Powell River 32% 32%
A. V. Roe I2Y4 13
Steel of Can. 46VS 46V4
Trans Mtn. PI. *65% 65%
Walkers 75 75%










Cal. and Ed. 19% 20%
Cdn. Husky 12 12V4
Cent. Del Rio 6.90 7.00
Fort St. John 4.30 4.40
Home Oil A 14Y4 15
Home Oil B 14 14%
Pacific Pete 19% 20
RoyalitO 13% 14y8
Triad T 4.70 4.85
United • 2.48 2.55
MINES
Bralorne 4.40 4.60
Cas. Asbest. 5.60 6.00




Hud. Bay 45% 46
Noranda . 35V4 35%
Sherritt 4.50 4.60
Steep Rock 9.00 9.10
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.)
Dominion of Canada
Bid
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan 
3% rlue 1960 
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 .
9th Victory Loan 
3% due 1966 
Provincials 
Manitoba Hydro 
3% due 1977 
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1964 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario 
5% due 1965 
Ontario 
5% due 1975 
Corporations >
Abitibi
4%% due 1966 
B.A. OU 
5Y4% due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%% due 1977 
Home Oil 
5% due 1971 
Woodward’s 
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas 
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw 
6% due 1977 
Westcoast Tr. “C”
S%% due 1988 109%
Kelly Douglas '
6% due 1977 100.00
Vernon Awaits Ottawa 
Word On Post Office
(Coarier’s Vernon Borean)
VERNON—After an exchange 
of correspondance.wlth the crown 
assets disposal corporation, city 
council is in some, doubt as to 
the status regarding the old post 
office.
102% -














(Continued from Page 11
The price support legislation 
has two main features. It would, 
in effect, establish minimum 
oricps for certain "kev com­
modities" and leave to the gov­
ernment’s discretion guaranteed 
prices on the key commodities 
and any other products.
The supports would be related 
to the average price for the pre­
ceding three years.
Mr. Harkness said the man­
datory, or m i n i m u m ,  prices 
would be 80 nor cent of the 
three - year "moving average.” 
The list of products they will 
cover has not yet b e e n  an­
nounced.
'"The guaranteed prices will be 
higher in most cases” than the 
mandatory levels, he said. The 
guarantee prices, for key com­
modities or others, would be 





Along with the previous tender 
submitted by the city, council 
was accord^ the privilege of 
meeting the highest bidder. How­
ever. the lands and buildings 
division at Ottawa turned down 
the city’s first tender, somewhat 
Indignantly. Now that the gov­
ernment Is running the ad again, 
the city is wondering if the 
aforementioned privilege is still 
In effect.
Already in the mails Is a let­
ter from the city explaining that 
high alteration costs prohibited a 
higher bid than $10,000.
’Ihe nratter was tabled until 
the government’s reply Is re­
ceived.
(Coarier’s  Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Vehicles will no 
longer be able to drive through 
Poison park for the duration of 
the winter.
Action was taken by council 
due to several young trees being 
ruined by Irresponsible motorists 
running over them. Poles have 
been placed at the entrances to 
the park proper.
Much work is still needed at 
the Kinsmen beach, recently 
donated to the city. Both the 
pier, pilings and fence are in 
need of repair. Top soil will be 
hauled to the beach in readiness 
for spring seeding.
In addition revamping of all 
electrical wiring is deemed nec­
essary. ____
STEADY RINGERS
STISTED, Engfand (CP) — Six 
members of the Essex Associa­
tion of Change Ringers claim a 
British record of_̂ nine hours 35 
minutes of continuous bell • pull­
ing. A total of 18,000 changes 
was rung.
1 nis advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Goveramcht of British Columbia.
STILL HAULING
H. L. Martyn hauled the first 
load of wheat into the first 
atchewan Wheat Pool elevator 
here in 1924, This year he hauled 
the first load into a new pool ele­
vator, again using a horse and 
wagon. - \
W ater In Reservoir 
Rising Steadily
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau).
VERNON — Good arid bad 
news came froin the city en­
gineer’s office this week.
Reservoir No. 3 is expected to 
be completely excavated by the 
end of ' the week. Grading and 
leveling will be finished the fol­
lowing week.
With all the water supply 
having been drawn from Kalam-. ̂  
alka Lake lately, engineering of- p  
ficials were relieved to again 
have water in No. 1 reservoir,
At present there is 19 feet. But 
the level is raising 4 inches 
every day.
Bad news was embodied in the __ 
announcement of the layoff of 
29 /city workers. Only sufficient 
staff to see the winter through 
remain with the department.
PARK IS NAMED 
AFTER ALDERMAN
(Coarier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — A small p%rk In 
the centre of Lakeview sub­
division has been named after 
Vernon’s first woman aider- 
man.
Mrs, Geraldine Ckiursier was 
at loss for words when the tri­
bute was paid to her at ’Tues­
day’s council meeting. Recom­
mendation, unanimously ap­
proved by city fathers, was 
made by Aid. Jack Monk.
Mrs. Coursier has been in 
charge of the parks committee 








ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY 
Showing at 7:00 and 8:30 p.m«
COMING FRIDAY
THE ADVENTURES OF OMAR KHAYYAM
 ̂ reHiugiMAi
Angel hair, crepe paper, 
tinsel, icicles, colored tree 
balls.
Sets of tree and outdoor lights 
and replacement bulbs for 
your old sets.
For what you want to 
decorate your home, come to
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
"Where All Kelowna Saves*




FEATURING Permanently Focused Automatic Fine Tuning — Tubes ofPicture Power to Give You the Ultimate in Viewing P leasure
SUM -  SLEEK AND SENSATIONAL 
is how new General Electric Ultra-Vision 
brings you tho First Automatic TV!
This is the set that has Automatic Fine Tuning that perman­
ently adjusts every channel to its Ocancst, Crispest reception. 
What’s( more, Central Electric has captured the sweeping lines 
of the new Slim, Sleek look In furniture styling ^  U’l  Lower, 
Wider and so much Trimmer.
Your Now G.E. TV is Packed with the 
Very Latest Features
•  Special noise canccllor circuit
•  New improved tuner
1^ Evening Stoles 4.95 to. 10.95
\ P .  .
House Coats .. 8.95 to 27.95
m :
Nylon Gowns 8.95 to 14.95
Nylon Hose ,.1 .3 5  to 1.95
Wool Scarves 2.35 to 5.95
Gift sups, Nylon—
4.95 to 12.95
I I # '  ;
Nylon Briefs .. 1.50 to 3.95
Leather Hand B ags.... 4.95 to 25,00
enshmere Scarves........................ . 4.50
Nylon Ski Jackets
Curling and Skl lackets—quilted lining—
8.95 to 19.95
Gifts for H im t
Shirts—Non-iron—
5.95 to 7.50
Shirts, Arrow and Forsyth— 
5,00 to 9.95
Pyjanihs, Broadcloth
4.95 to 9.95 i s





Gift Scarves. .......... “L95 to 4.95
Gift Tics, a large selection
1.00 to 150
Gift Socks, wool, nylon, etc.—
1.00 to 2.95
Gift Gloves, lined or unlincd 2.95 to 9.95
Dressing Gowns ........ 13.95 to 27.50
Gift Sweaters—
Sleeveless ........................ 4.95 to 8.95
Pullovers .............. .......... 7.95 to 15.9?
' Cardigans ........ .......... . . 6.95 fo 22.50
The Madison 
Model C21C49AV
Gifts for the Home
V V
•  Now Dual Hi-Fi Speakers '>
•  New UO: degreejpiciture tube and more, more, MORE
; SEE THEM TODAY AT
YOU CAN OWN A G.E. TV FOR AS LITTLE AS
10?4 DOWN AND ONLY P^R WJEEK
G.E. TV STARTS AS LOW AS
Lace Table C loths........... ............. . . . . L98 fo ^6.95
Boxed Table Cloth Sets of rayon and linen 2.95 to 29.95
Tea Towels—a useful g if t ......................... . 4 9 f  and 89#
Kenwood Blanket-^atin bound and boxod.
Car Robes —  all wool ............ .............. . Jo WtJO
Comforters—A splendid selection      5,25 to 26.95
Wool and Vlscwe Blankets .....................9.95 and 10,50
ALL GIFTS WRAPPED IN A .
m e ik l e *s  a t t k a c t iv e  g if t  b o x
GIFT LINEN 
Pillow Slips-^a wonderful selection, pair 2.50 to 5.50
Sheds —  of tlie finest quality, p a ir ................. . 10.50
Sets—pair fancy pillow slips and one sheet —
V 12.50 to 18.50
GIFT TOWELS—Lovely boxed sets ......2.95 fo 6.95
1'owdi nod! ToWcl Scls •*.-«***i.***v*<**»v"«»*» 95^
RumKin—of nylon and laco ............... 49# fo 2.19
Table Oolha— all sizes and types..............  L98 fo 6.9S
WHEN IN DOUBT BUY A 
MEIKLE*S GIFT CERTIFICATE
’ I ‘ »
, V (INTERIOR) LTD.
^  NklM T«l 9 p.m. i I,
f
G e o A M e i k l e U d .
I •• (ill 
I'l I f ,1,
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